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Abstract
Superaustenitic stainless steels (SASS) and Ni-base alloys are used extensively for corrosion
resistance in a variety of applications. Fusion welds in these alloys are often susceptible to accelerated
localized corrosion at the dendrite cores due to segregation of Mo. Laser welding provides a potential
process for inducing significant dendrite tip undercooling, which can reduce the extent of microsegregation
and restore corrosion resistance in the fusion zone. However, the ability to reduce segregation hinges on
identifying the proper set of laser parameters (particularly laser power and travel speed) so that dendrite-tip
undercooling is large enough to provide solute enrichment at the dendrite tip. Experimental process
optimization to achieve this is time consuming and cost prohibitive. Consequently, a solidification model
must be developed to predict the microstructural development of these alloys, and hence the corrosion
resistance, as a function of the laser welding parameters. To this end, the fundamental study of the
microstructural development of SASS and Ni-base alloys (under conditions typical of large castings
through conventional arc welding) presented here provides a baseline for comparison when the more
complicated material behavior under laser welding conditions is analyzed. A commercial alloy, AL-6XN,
was chosen for analysis along with three experimental SASS and Ni-base compositions chosen to simulate
the solidification behavior of AL-6XN while isolating the contribution of individual alloying elements to
the overall solidification behavior. Complete microstructural characterization was completed on each alloy
and the observed solidification reaction sequences were unaffected by the large difference in cooling rate
between the cast and welded specimens. A similar trend was observed in the segregation behavior of each
element. In order to model this behavior, the CALPHAD technique (via Thermo-Calc) was used to
calculate multi-component liquidus projections to describe the behavior of each alloy. Based on the
combination of these diagrams and an established solute redistribution model, solidification reaction
sequences were proposed that accurately describe the observed microstructural development of each
material. Good agreement was also observed between calculated and experimentally measured solute
partition coefficients and critical temperatures, demonstrating that calculated values can be effectively used
as model inputs.
2
1. Introduction
The excellent corrosion resistance and high temperature strength of the newest
superaustenitic grade of stainless steel places this class of materials at the forefront of
metallurgical technology. These materials have received recent attention from the U.S.
Navy for use in the new fleet of Advanced Double Hull (ADH) combatant ships (see
Figure 1-1) due not only to their excellent corrosion resistance, but also their lack of
magnetic signature due to the compl~te absence of ferrite within the microstructure. The
use of Super-Austenitic Stainless Steel (SASS) alloys in this application will significantly
reduce magnetic signatures in the water, reduce life cycle costs through improved
corrosion resistance, and increase survivability through improved toughness. Coupled
with the Advanced Double Hull design, the strategic advantages and cost reduction
afforded by the use of this material can provide the U.S. Navy with a considerable
tactical advantage. However, the corrosion rate of SASS alloys can be locally accelerated
through the use of conventional arc welding methods due to microsegregation of the
strategic alloying elements during weld solidification. This could lower the fatigue
resistance of the hull, result in unexpected maintenance costs, and compromise the
structural integrity of the ship.
In order to harness the properties of SASS, a cost-effective and efficient method to
fully implement these materials must be devised. The net-shape manufacturing processes
that are currently available target relatively small parts and are not suited to large
structures; therefore welding is often required. Unfortunately, local destruction of the
homogeneity within the material is inherent in the welding process. Although SASS can
be homogenized, the post-weld heat treatment of weldments is an expensive and time-
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consuming process, and is not economically feasible for large load bearing structures.
However, laser processing provides a unique opportunity to integrate state-of-the-art
technology and modern welding practices to improve the properties of the SASS welds
by producing segregation-free microstructures with extended solubilities for the elements
responsible for corrosion resistance. Furthermore, lasers can eliminate the high cost of
Ni-based filler metals that are currently used in an attempt to increase the alloy content of
the weld. Yet, in order to effectively implement this manufacturing process, a detailed
understanding of the solidification behavior of SASS alloys must be reached.
An extensive literature search has revealed that while much research has focused on
the ternary system of iron-nickel-chromium that is pertinent only to conventional
stainless steels, comparatively little work has been done to understand the role of Mo in
the solidification behavior of SASS alloys. Furthermore, the average SASS alloy has a
minimum of 8 elements, and the use of binary and ternary systems to understand higher
order systems can lead to considerable error, especially when attempting to predict
microstructures. Because Mo is one of the most important alloy additions for corrosion
protection, it must be included prominently in the solidification model. Consequently,
this research will seamlessly integrate experimental data and thermodynamic
calculations, providing the scientific understanding essential for the effective
implementation of laser processing into the manufacturing of the ADH combatant ships
for the U.S. Navy. This solidification model, combined with a detailed correlation
between microstructure and welding process parameters (laser power and travel speed),
will result in a predictive model that will allow complete control of the weld
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microstructure and therefore the material properties. Furthermore, this model can be
extended to other alloy systems to maximize their use in engineering applications.
The work presented in this thesis represents the first step in understanding the
complex solidification behavior of SASS and Ni-base alloys, which are routinely used as
filler metals in conventional arc welding processes for SASS fabrication. The results of a
fundamental analysis of the solidification behavior of this class of engineering materials
in the range of cooling rates typical of casting and arc welding is presented and discussed
in detail. The data gathered here will serve as the foundation for the continuing
investigation of the more complicated material behavior under rapid solidification
conditions that can potentially be induced during laser welding and laser surfacing
processes.
Figure 1-1. Comparison of conventional single hull (left) and advanced double hull (right) ship
designs. The single hull shown on the left is constructed of low alloy steel, while the double hull
shown on the right will be constructed of super-austenitic stainless steel. 1
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2. Review of Pertinent Published Research
The review presented here will examine the research discussed in the literature as it
pertains to the solidification behavior and corrosion resistance of SASS alloys separated
into five broad topic areas: weld pool solidification, weld solidification of SASS and Ni-
base alloys, laser welding, rapid solidification, and corrosion resistance of SASS and Ni-
base alloys.
2.1. Nucleation and Growth
Welding, in its most general form, requires the use of a heat source that melts a
portion of each member to be joined. The resulting "weld pool" then solidifies, thereby
forming the bond between parts, known as the fusion zone. Consequently, the
phenomenon that controls structure and properties in the fusion zone of the weld is
solidification. In order for any alloy to solidify, the solid phase must first nucleate within
the liquid and then grow until all of the liquid has transformed. Therefore, an energy
barrier to nucleation must be overcome, mostly by cooling the liquid below the liquidus
temperature (called "undercooling") to increase the driving force for nucleation and
growth ofthe solid phase. The change in free energy is expressed in
2
Equation 2-1
Equation 2-1
where: ~Gv =change in free energy per unit volume
YSL =solid/liquid interfacial energy
rs =radius ofsolidifying nucleus
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The critical radius of a stable nucleus is labeled r* and the corresponding energy barrier is
illustrated in Figure 2-1. The model of the energy barrier for nucleation and growth is
accurate for castings, but is not applicable to the solidification conditions found in
welding. In the solidifying weld pool, the fusion zone solidifies epitaxially from the pre-
existing grains in the base metal, meaning there is no barrier for nucleation and growth
can begin immediately. Growth of cells or dendrites occurs along the local highest
temperature gradient, though the crystallographic orientation has also been shown to
influence the growth dire~tion of dendrites3, as will be discussed in the dendritic growth
portion of this review, section 2.5.1.
2.2. Heat Flow Conditions
As alluded to above, solidification in the fusion zone of a weld is closely linked to the
ability of the work-piece to dissipate the heat generated by the moving heat source
present in welding. The shape of the resulting weld pool is governed by the heat flow
conditions first determined in 1941 by Rosenthal4 shown below:
2-D
3-D
Equation 2-2
Equation 2-3
where:
{K} T = temperature
{K} To = workpiece temperature before welding
{W/m·K} ks = thermal conductivity of solid
{m} g = thickness ofthe workpiece
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= heat source power{W} Q
{m/s} S = heat source travel speed
= thermal diffusivity of solid (i.e., ksfpCs, where p and Cs are
density and specific heat of the solid, respectively)
Ko = modified Bessel function of the second kind and zero order
{m} r = radial distance from origin -7 (x2+ l)I/2 (2-D)
{m} x =distance from the heat source opposite the direction of travel
{m} R = radial distance from the origin -7 (x2 + l + Z2)1/2 (3-D)
The following assumptions are made by this model: heat source can be considered as a
point source, no melting and negligible heat of fusion, constant thermal properties, no
heat loss from the workpiece surface, and the use of an infinitely wide workpiece4. From
these heat flow equations, the temperature during welding of the workpiece as a function
of relative position from the heat source can .be calculated.
2.3. Weld Pool Shape
A fusion weld consists of five major zones: the fusion zone, the unmixed zone, the
partially melted zone, the unmelted heat affected zone (HAZ), and the unaffected base
metal. A general schematic diagram, illustrating three of these zones within the weldment
is shown in Figure 2_22• Cooling rates in conventional arc welding range from about 10 to
103 K/s, which lie within the 10-2 to 102 K/s range for castings and 104 to 107 for rapid
solidification processes such as laser and electron beam welding2• The growth rate and
growth direction of the solidifying structure are dependent upon the heat flow within the
solidifying weld pool. Although dendritic growth occurs along the <100> easy growth
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direction, competitive growth dictates that the dendrites most closely aligned with the
maximum temperature gradient, G, will continue to grow at the expense of the dendrites
in other orientations. Consequently, the growth rate, R, can be related to the travel speed,
S, of the heat source and the angle 8 between the specified growth direction and the
direction oftravel through R = S cos 8
R=S cos 8
Equation 2-4:
Equation 2-4
Therefore, solidification velocity is a maximum along the weld centerline (8 = 0),
where the growth angle reaches a minimum, though 8 may approach but never quite
reach zero. The heat flow conditions within the weldment, discussed section 2.2, dictate
that at low travel speeds, the steady-state weld pool shape is elliptical, as shown in Figure
2-3a. Correspondingly, the isotherms are elliptically shaped as well. As discussed above,
the solidification velocity is maximum along the weld centerline and the formation of
dendrites extending into the weld pool creates a higher thermal diffusivity path from the
back of the weld pool than from any other direction at the plate surface. Consequently,
there exists a critical growth rate for an elliptical weld pool beyond which the minimum
temperature gradient present at the weld centerline cannot dissipate heat of fusion
sufficiently quickll. For growth rates above this limit, the weld pool elongates to a
teardrop shape (see Figure 2-3b) and therefore e must always be greater than 0°. This
implies that the solidification velocity can no longer be approximated by the heat source
travel speed beyond some critical limit, as was well demonstrated by Newbury and
DuPonts. In that study, a series of autogenous laser welds were made at constant power
and varying travel speeds on Ni-Mo binary alloy (Hastelloy B-2). To establish the
correlation between solidification velocity and travel speed, the growth angles of the
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resultant dendritic microstructures were measured to determine the solidification velocity.
The results are shown in Figure 2-4, where the maximum solidification rate is found
along the weld centerline, rather than the surface of the weld. Furthermore, the data
demonstrates the departure from a 1:1 ratio of solidification velocity to travel speed
beyond some critical travel speed. This result may become critical in the attempts to
create single-phase austenitic structures within SASS welds through rapid solidification
techniques, as will be discussed later.
2.4. Effects of Welding Parameters on Weld Pool Shape
The Rosenthal4 heat flow equations describe the temperature distribution within the
workpiece during welding, and thereby quantitatively predict the shape of the resulting
weld pool. Research recently presented by Elmer et al.6 has provided a quantitative
approach to characterizing the dimensions (length, depth, etc.) of the weld pool as a
function of the power and travel speed of the heat source through manipulation of these
heat flow equations.
X -( -SR~B JMB - SRMB +2a
1
( 2 2 )-D= RMB -XMB 2
D
tanA=-
L
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Equation 2-5
Equation 2-6
Equation 2-7
Equation 2-8
Equation 2-9
Where:
{K}
{K}
=T-To
=liquidus temperature (traces out the weld pool melt
boundary)
{K} To =preheat temperature
{W/m·K} k =thermal conductivity of substrate
{m2/s} a =thermal diffusivity ofsubstrate
{W} P =weld power
{mls} S =heat source travel speed (dX/dt)
{m} RMB =distance from heat source to deepest point in weld pool
{m} L =horizontal distance from weld pool tail to deepest point in
weld pool
{m} LMB =distance from heat source to weld pool tail
{m} D =weld pool depth at deepest point
{m} X =distance from heat source along direction ofmovement
The physical meamng for each of weld pool dimensions mentioned above is
illustrated in the schematic diagram shown in Figure 2-5. The manipulation of the
original Rosenthal solution4 in Equation 2-5 for Equation 2-6 involves the isolation
of the radial distance from the heat source to the deepest point in the weld pool. Equation
2-7 isolates the horizontal distance from the heat source to the deepest point in much the
same way. The physical derivation of Equation 2-8 and Equation 2-9, along with the
physical significance of each parameter in the above equations is depicted in Figure 2-5.
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2.5. Constitutional Supercooling
In a pure material, the phase transition from liquid to solid would be isothermal.
Unfortunately, pure materials have very little engineering value due to their lack of
mechanical properties in a useful range. Higher order alloy systems present a much wider
range of properties useful in most engineering applications. Through the study of the
solidification behavior of these more complicated alloys, the concept of constitutional
supercooling has been developed to explain the solidification behavior of binary alloys
and can be extended to higher order systems. More specifically, this phenomenon
explains the transition in morphology, from planar to cellular to dendritic, of the
solidifying material during solidification. Constitutional supercooling and the associated
instability of a plane front and the formation of a cellular or dendritic structure, is based
on the condition that the gradient in liquidus temperature adjacent to the interface
(corresponding to the compositional gradient) is greater than the actual thermal gradiene,
as shown in Figure 2-6. Microstructural examination of stainless steel welds as depicted
in Figure 2-7 clearly de11?-0nstrates the epitaxial growth from the base metal characteristic
of any weld, as well as the initial presence of a planar interface that eventually breaks
down into a cellular front due to the ejection ofsolute into the liquid.
2.5.1. Dendritic Growth
In binary and higher order alloys, solute is ejected during solidification from the
solidifying material and into the liquid ahead of the solidification front. The stability of a
planar solid/liquid interface can be maintained at low solidification velocities. However,
the formation of a solute enriched layer in the liquid ahead of this steady state planar
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solidification front, as shown in Figure 2-8, creates the variation in the liquidus
temperature discussed above. As the solidification velocity is increased, the rate of
rejection of solute into the liquid will also increase. The resulting increase in solute
buildup ahead of the solid/liquid interface will further depress the liquidus temperature of
the liquid immediately ahead of this interface so that protuberances in the advancing front
will begin to grow preferentially into the liquid. This planar front breakdown results in
the dendritic substructure observed in most weld microstructures. Equation 2-10
describes the threshold for planar interface breakdown, which is strongly dependent on
the thermal gradient within the liquid.
Where:
Equation 2-10
=temperature gradient in the liquid
{mls}
{wt%}
R =solidification rate
mL =slope ofthe liquidus
Co =nominal composition
k = partition coefficient
=diffusivity of solute in the liquid
A cellular substructure will begin to form due to the local buildup of solute at the
liquid/solid interface and the gradient both in the liquidus temperature and the actual
temperature in the liquid. When the temperature gradient in the liquid falls further below
the liquidus temperature of the liquid still present ahead of the solidification front,
dendritic solidification dominates. Dendrites grow along specific crystallographic
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orientations known as easy growth directions, such as <100> for cubic materials.
Through competitive growth, dendrites most closely aligned with the maximum thermal
gradient will dominate at the expense of dendrites at other orientations2•7• This transition
from cellular to dendritic growth is schematically presented in Figure 2-9. Cells and
dendrites are often referred to interchangeably, as dendrites with no secondary arms
appear identical to the cellular morphology. Figure 2-10 shows the fully austenitic
structure of a weld on stainless steel, illustrating the cellular structure often exhibited by
this phase.
2.5.2. Undercooling
The term "undercooling" refers to the depression of the temperature of an alloy in its
liquid state below the liquidus temperature .for that nominal composition before
solidification takes place. More specifically, undercooling is the difference (~T) between
the liquidus temperature of the alloy of nominal composition and the actual temperature.
The work of Burden and HuntS in 1974 on AI-2%Cu alloy was one of the first studies to
separate this undercooling into different mechanisms observed during solidification.
Undercooling was determined to be the result of solute buildup at the solid/liquid
interface, the curvature of the dendrite tips extended into the liquid, and kinetic effects
that occur when the solidification velocity approaches a point that solute can no longer
diffuse out of the solid and into the liquid faster than the solidification front is advancing.
The idea of solutal undercooling has been more fully developed9 and a schematic
diagram of the expected solidification behavior of a binary alloy is shown in Figure 2-11.
The alloy with nominal composition Co will solidify rather as an alloy with nominal
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composition CL*, as indicated by the tie lines in the phase diagram in Figure 2-11a. As
suggested by the graph in Figure 2-11b, if the undercooling of the alloy can be increased
above a critical value, a single solid phase could theoretically form directly from the
liquid. The research presented in this thesis focuses on the ability to harness this physical
phenomenon, which could conceivably reduce or eliminate the mechanisms responsible
for the dendrite "coring" effect that is evidenced by the co'untless segregation profiles
presented in welding research literature.
2.5.2.l.Solutal Undercooling
As dendrites form during solidification according to the mechanisms described by
constitutional supercooling, solute is ejected ahead of the solidification front into the
liquid, as determined by the solid solubility illustrated in phase diagrams. Many
solidification models assume that diffusion in the liquid is fast enough to eliminate a
buildup of solute in the liquid ahead of the solidification front. However, this is not that
case with the model presented by Kurz, Giovanola, and Trivedi. The buildup of rejected
solute ahead of the interface results in the incorporation of more solute in the core of the
dendritic structure than would occur under equilibrium solidification conditions. The
KGT model predicts the development of a planar solidification front above a critical
solidification velocity, where solute is "trapped" in the solid, which cannot diffuse solute
into the liquid faster than the solidification front travels. This model will be discussed in
more detail later in this thesis.
Solute rejection not only occurs across the dendrite tips, but also along the sides of
the dendrites. This rejected solute also diffuses away from the solid and past the
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advancing solidification front at the dendrite tips. This solute movement provides an
added component of undercooling, as the liquid being consumed by the advancing
solidification front is enriched with the solute not only from the dendrite tips, but also
from the entire surface area of the three-dimensional dendritic structure. All the forms of
solutal undercooling discussed here are well demonstrated in the literatures.
2.5.2.2.DendriteTip Curvature Effects
Solute is rejected from the solid into the liquid ahead of the solidification front as
dictated by the nominal composition of the alloy and the solid solubility at the
temperature as depicted in the appropriate phase diagram for a given alloy. The variable
k, the partition coefficient (Cs/CL), has been developed to describe this quantity. As the
growth rate of the dendrites increases, the solute must be ejected across the solid/liquid
interface faster and faster. To achieve this, the system maximizes the interfacial area
available for this flux of solute to take place by decreasing the dendritic spacing and the .
radius of curvature of the dendrite tips. Kurz and Fisher10 attempted to prove this through
the manipulation of a number of empirical equations. The end result of the work
presented10 was the development of an equation (Equation 2-11) that defines the
relationship between the dendrite tip radius and the solidification velocity as a function of
the parameters applicable to solidification.
v= 2D(GR 2 + 47r 2r)
R3pG - 2R 2pCom +47r 2rRp
Where:
Equation 2-11
v =solidification velocity
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{mls}
D = diffusion coefficient in the liquid {m2/s}
G = temperature gradient in the liquid {OC/m}
R = tip radius of cell or dendrite. {m}
r = Gibbs Thompson parameter {OC·m}
p = complementary distribution coefficient
Co = initial composition {wt%}
m = liquidus slope {OC/wt%}
Approximations can be made for the boundary conditions for solidification. When V is
very small, R will necessarily be very large. Similarly, when V is very high, R should be
very small. Equation 2-11 can therefore be manipulated according to these conditions,
resulting in an expression for low solidification velocity ( Equation 2-12) and high
solidification velocity ( Equation 2-13).
Equation 2-12
Equation 2-13
1
R= 21r(_-_D_r_) 2
VmCop
Kurz and FisherlO then applied the physical data applicable to the AI-Cu binary system
and the results are shown in
Figure 2-12, where the solid line is the result of the application of the full Equation 2-11,
the dashed line is the high velocity approximation in Equation 2-12, and the dot-
dashed line is the low velocity approximation in Equation 2-13. The severe decrease
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in the curvature of the dendrites restricts the ability of the solute to diffuse into the liquid
at the dendrite tip. Therefore, the solid is forced to incorporate more solute than it would
under equilibrium solidification conditions.
2.5.2.3.Kinematical Undercooling
The resulting solid composition is dependent on the ability of the solid to reject
excess solute into the liquid ahead of the solidification front. However, if the solute
cannot diffuse across the solid/liquid interface faster than the interface is moving, the
solute will become "trapped" within the resulting solid!!,!2. The solidification front does
not move fast enough to make kinematical undercooling a major contributing factor in
the solidification of welds made with conventional welding methods, where travel speeds
rarely exceed 30 inches per minute. However, rapid solidification processes such as laser
and electron beam welding (travel speeds of -400 inches per minute) can accelerate the
velocity of the solid/liquid interface to the point where kinematical undercooling has a
much more significant effect.
2.5.3. Rapid Solidification
Early work by Burden and Hunt!3 in the AI-Cu system suggested that increasing the
dendritic growth rate in the weld pool would increase the dendrite tip undercooling and
thereby incorporate more solute into the solidified structure. A correlation between the
amount of solute (Cu) in a set of AI-2wt%Cu castings incorporated into the dendritic
structure (AI) was experimentally determined to increase with increasing solidification
velocity, as shown in Figure 2-13. Sarreal et al.!4 used the undercooling expression (
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Equation 2-14).provided by Burden and HuntS and a manipulation of the Scheil
equation ( Equation 2-15) for the amount of eutectic present in the final
microstructure to correlate the effects of solidification velocity on microsegregation in
AI-Cu and AI-Si binary alloys.
fj.T =M L (Co - C/ )
1
_( o{c;aX]k-1IE - I-Is -kCf
Equation 2-14
Equation 2-15
fj.T =undercooling
ML =liquidus slope
fE =fraction eutectic
fsO =fraction of solid formed at tip temperature
k =partition coefficient
{wt%}
{wt%}
{wt%}
Csmax =maximum solid solubility
Ct .=composition of liquid ahead of dendrite tip
Co =nominal composition
However, a consistent reduction in the fraction eutectic with increasing solidification rate
was not demonstrated over a wide range of solidification velocities, with the fraction
eutectic reaching a minimum at an intermediate solidification rate. Although
Equation 2-14 and Equation 2-15 express the amount of undercooling and the
fraction eutectic, microsegregation-free solidification conditions are of primary research
interest. Mechanical properties and corrosion resistance can be optimized with the
elimination of solidification substructures and second phases. At high growth rates above
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the limit of absolute stability, dendrites, cells, and eutectic structures cannot form
anymore because one cannot assume that equilibrium partitioning occurs.
The model presented by Kurz et al. II provides a detailed description of directional
solidification that is valid under high growth rate conditions. The microstructure is also
predicted as a function of solidification velocity. The true significance of this model is
depicted in Figure 2-14, which illustrates the transition from dendrite formation to planar
growth at high solidification velocity, exhibited by the severe increase in the radius of
dendrite tip curvature near the limit of absolute stabilityll. Kurz et a1. 15 also presented a
validation of this KGT model using Ag-15wt% Cu alloy, combined with the analysis by
Boettinger et al. I6 of cellular growth in electron beam welds on the same material. Lipton
et al. I2 further confirms this result with work on rapid dendrite growth in highly
undercooled alloys, in an attempt to control rapidly solidified structures. Work done with
Fe-Ni-Cr alloys (stainless steelsf proves that this transition to planar growth is not
unique to AI-Cu alloys and is therefore quite applicable to the work presented in this
thesis.
Another challenge in the effort to characterize and understand the mechanisms behind
rapid solidification was to develop a growth rate dependent partition coefficient to
describe the redistribution of alloying elements within the material during solidification.
The partition coefficient is defined as k =Cs/Ct, where Cs is the solute content of the solid
and CIis the solute content of the liquid. If no segregation occurs, Cs = CI and therefore k
equals 1. Trivedi et al. 17 demonstrated that the partition coefficient approaches 1 as the
solidification velocity increases, as shown in Figure 2-15 for a number of different initial
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k-values. This research resulted in the development of a growth rate dependent partition
coefficient k(v):
k(v) = ko+2v
1+2v
Equation 2-16
where: ko = velocity independent partition coefficient
e = ao/do
V = dimensionless growth rate
v =l1eV
a = thermal diffusivity {m2/s}
D = solute diffusion coefficient {m2/s}
ao = interatomic distance {nm}
do = capillarity length {nm}
. The resulting model describes the kinematk undercooling behavior of the partition
coefficient at elevated solidification velocities more accurately than the simple equation k
=CJC\; consistent with the observation that k approaches unity with increasing growth
rate. The relationship between the dimensionless solidification velocity, V, and the
undercooling, dT, is shown in Figure 2-16. The solid line refers to the behavior predicted
by the velocity dependent coefficient, k(v), which approaches unity at high solidification
velocities\7. The dotted lines represent the boundary conditions for velocity independent
partition coefficient, ko, held constant at 0.1.
Kar and Mazumder\8 made a similar effort to determine a non-equilibrium partition
coefficient in the field of semiconductors, using an entirely different approach. By
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focusing on the mass transport represented by the diffusion of atoms across the
solid/liquid interface, the researchers used Fick's law of diffusion to determine the
partition coefficient mathematically. However, the work presented focused on
concentrated compositions, rather than dilute solutions, which are the basis of most of the
solidification modeling to date as presented in this review. Recent efforts to develop a
model with the ability to predict the microstructures in laser welding of 308 stainless steel
were published19 though it is unknown how well this model relates to super-austenitic
stainless steels with significant alloy additions of Mo, which is known to segregate
strongly during solidification.
2.6. Weld Solidification of Super-Austenitic Stainless Steel and Ni-Base Alloys
The new class of super-austenitic stainless steels (SASS) has significant alloy
additions of nickel, chromium, and molybdenum, to promote the primary solidification
mode of austenite. The mechanical and corrosive properties of SASS are directly linked
to the distribution of these elements within the microstructure. Therefore, plate forms of
this material are homogenized industrially to provide uniform properties throughout the
material. However, application of a welding process to any material includes
resolidification in the fusion zone of the weld, in which the homogenized structure is
eliminated. Therefore, in order to maintain consistent performance of the material in
service, careful control of the microstructure must be maintained during the welding
process. This requires an intricate understanding of the solidification behavior of the
SASS material and how the welding process parameters influence this behavior. The
candidate material for the U.S. Naval ADH application is AL-6XN, supplied by
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Allegheny Ludlum Corporation in Washington, PA and a lot of work with this material is
already underway at Lehigh University under the funding of the Office of Naval
Research.
2.6.1. Microstructural Development
The fusion zone microstructure of welds in SASS and Ni-base alloys is largely
dictated by the microsegregation behavior of Mo. Solidification initiates with a primary L
7 'Y reaction, which rejects Mo to the interdendritic liquid and leaves the first solid to
form (the dendrite cores) depleted in Mo20,21. Because of the low diffusion rate ofMo in
the primary austenite and the high cooling rate associated with welding, the Mo cannot
diffuse back toward the dendrite cores to eliminate the concentration gradient. The L 7 y
reaction progresses over most of the solidification temperature range until the maximum
solid solubility of Mo is reached at the edge of the y dendrites, at which point a L 7 y +
a reaction occurs in the solute rich interdendritic liquid over a small temperature range as
solidification goes to completion. The final microstructure consists of y dendrites with a
Mo concentration gradient and interdendritic a phase.
The a-phase is a topologically close-packed intermetallic phase that is enriched in Cr
and Mo20,22• Work has been presented in the literature23 characterizing the microstructure
and morphology of these second phases using SEM and EDS techniques, along with x-
ray identification of crystal structures. Consequently, a series of isothermal ternary
diagrams were proposed for the Ni-Cr-Mo and the Ni-Fe-Mo alloy systems23 • This effort
was taken further24 using the Calculated Phase Diagram (CALPHAD) technique coupled
with differential thermal analysis (DTA) in an effort to construct a true ternary phase
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diagram from which the solidification sequence of any composition within these systems
can be predicted. However, this work fell short of providing a technique to construct
multi-component liquidus projections that can be applied to engineering alloy
compositions.
An SEM image of the dendritic structure of an autogenous arc weld ofAL-6XN is
shown in Figure 2-17, accompanied by an EPMA probe trace across the dendritic
structure, illustrating the local variation in Mo-content. Note that the peak Mo
composition corresponds with probe data from the interdendritic regions while the lowest
values are located in the dendrite cores. The formation of Mo-rich secondary phases can
cause a degradation of the mechanical performance of the weld due to solidification
cracking. These cracks can form if the Mo-rich liquid present near the termination of
solidification wets the surface of the solidified dendritic structure. Thermal and
shrinkage stresses are always present during the welding process and the liquid phase is
often unable to withstand these forces, causing dendritic separation, which results in the
formation of solidification cracks. Austenite (y) is more susceptible to this phenomenon
than ferrite (0) due to the lower solubility of tramp elements in austenite that form low-
melting point solids25• Solidification of primary 0 with subsequent solid transformation to
y has been used to combat this problem in some alloys. However, this is not an option in
the SASS-ADH construction, as a fully austenitic structure must be maintained to
conserve the magnetic and corrosion resistance properties of the material.
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2.6.2. Microsegregation of Alloying Elements
Solutal undercooling predicts that solute is rejected from the solidifying metal into the
liquid ahead of the solid-liquid interface, resulting in a depression of the liquidus
temperature of the liquid ahead of the interface due to solute buildup. As the actual
temperature continues to drop and solidification moves to completion, the dendrites that
had initially formed continue to grow into the increasingly solute-enriched liquid. This
causes a composition gradient within the dendritic substructure of the material,
commonly referred to as coring.
Welding is a non-equilibrium process due to the undercooling effects of constitutional
supercooling, dendrite tip curvature, and kinetic effects. Use of the ScheH equation
(Equation 17) assumes that there is no back-diffusion in the solid, which is often accurate
for several strategic alloying elements, such as Mo, in welding due to high cooling rates
and the slow solid diffusivity of the solute. The relative amounts of primary and
secondary phases can be determined with the application of the ScheH equation, which
allows for a non-equilibrium calculation of composition of the microstructure25, and
predicts the maximum amount of segregation that can occur.
Equation 2-17
Where: CL = composition of liquid
Co = nominal composition of the alloy
fs =fraction solidified
k =partition coefficient (CJCI)
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The study recently completed at Lehigh studied the compositional redistribution
behavior in the microstructure in the fusion zone of SASS welds using high alloy filler
metals. Figure 2-17 shows the dendritic substructure of an arc weld of AL-6XN base
metal (SASS) and IN625 Ni-base filler metal. The accompanying microprobe trace
indicates a depletion of Mo at the dendrite cores and a much higher Mo-concentration in
the interdendritic regions of the fusion zone, thereby illustrating the "coring" effect
discussed earlier.
Efforts to quantify this effect have permeated the literature in this area. Research on
the solidification of austenitic weld metaf6 examined Type 308 stainless steel using an
interrupted solidification technique, DTA, and SEM analysis. This material was found to
be duplex in nature, with 8 and "f studied side by side in the same microstructure. Duplex
stainless steels have proven to be the focus of much of the elemental partitioning studies
for precisely this reason. Atamert and King27 prepared a range of metal inert gas (MIG)
welds and measured the segregation profiles of Ni, Cr, Mo, and Mn across the 8 and "f
structures. Coupling this experimental data with thermodynamic calculations confirmed
that Mo segregates to 8 and Ni to "f, which has been found to be very sensitive to nitrogen
additions, suggesting that this partitioning might be controlled27• This nitrogen effect in
duplex stainless steels was the subject of the work presented by Cortie et al.28, but was
found to only be a major contributor to the segregation behavior of Cr and less on that of
Mo and Ni, though their experimental data only weakly supports these conclusions. More
recently, Weber et al.29 analyzed the Cr and Mo partitioning behavior as a function of the
Nand Ni contents, and found the partitioning behavior of Mo and Cr to be only
marginally affected by increased N additions. However, recent work suggests that the use
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ofN in the shielding gas may reduce the segregation ofNi, Cr, and Mo 30. Unfortunately,
the powerful austenitizing effect of N (30 times greater than that of Nickel) results in the
fact that N additions above certain levels (-0.2wt%) will cause the stabilization of a fully
austenitic structure in a material that would otherwise contain a significant amount of
ferrite31, significantly increasing the material's susceptibility to solidification cracking.
However, the reduction of ferrite is not a major concern in this project as SASS are
entirely austenitic and must remain so for the U.S. Navy ADH application.
2.7. Laser Welding
The use of lasers in fusion welding combines state-of-the-art technology with one of
the oldest joining processes known. Lasers provide a number of distinct advantages over
their conventional electric arc welding counterparts32• Light is inertialess, and therefore
high speed processing with very fast start and stop cycles becomes possible. The focused
laser light provides very high energy density unavailable in arc welding, allowing very
narrow welds to be made on difficult materials. However, unlike other high energy
density processes such as electron beam welding, lasers can be used at room atmosphere.
Laser welding can be extremely cost effective as expensive filler metals or electrodes can
be potentially eliminated due to the unique ability of lasers to precisely control the
microstructure of the resulting weld through the imposition of rapid solidification
conditions. Precise welds can be made with little or no contamination and very narrow
heat affected zones. Furthermore, intricate shapes can be cut or welded at high speeds
using automated techniques due to the precise nature ofthe laser welding process32•
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2.7.1. Process Description
LASER is an acronym for "Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of
Radiation". The coherent nature of the laser beam allows it to be focused to a point,
leading to high energy densities and therefore lower heat input into the work piece. For
this reason, thermal distortion and shrinkage can be minimized using lasers over
conventional arc welding processes. The lower heat input also directly correlates to the
development of a smaller HAZ next to the fusion zone. Very narrow welds can be made
with no electrode or filler metals32• The major independent process variables are incident
laser beam power, incident laser beam diameter, absorptivity of the work piece, and the
travel speed of the laser across the surface of the work piece. The depth of penetration
and the resulting microstructure are highly dependent on these parameters. In laser
welding, the laser is often operated in the keyhole mode, where the power density is ~107
W/cmZ 3Z. The keyhole mode allows for deep penetration of the workpiece and therefore
the fusion of much thicker pieces in a single pass than that for conventional arc welding,
as shown in Figure 2-18.
The mathematical description33 of the laser welding process is not a trivial matter as
the high energy density present in the keyhole formation mode causes the vaporization of
the substrate, which contributes to the fluid flow in the molten weld poot3z. The keyhole
is formed only if the beam has sufficient power density as mentioned above. The flow of
the liquid and the surface tension tends to obliterate the cavity while the continuously
generated vapor tends to maintain the cavity. Therefore, the keyhole must reach a level
stability at which point the cavity moves forward at the same velocity as the moving laser
beam. However, because a minimum amount of vapor must be generated to maintain the
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stability of the keyhole, a minimum travel speed exists below which the cavity will no
longer be stable32• The cavity moves through the solid with the laser beam through the
movement of fluid from the front of the keyhole to the back, driven by the forces of
vaporization. As evidenced by the complicated process in which a keyhole is maintained
during the welding process, careful control of the welding parameters is essential in
producing a sound weld.
2.7.2. Process Parameters
2.7.2.1. Power
Industrlallaser welding equipment is constructed with two types of lasers: continuous
wave C02 and pulsed neodymium-yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd-YAG). The CO2 lasers
are now produced with powers up to 77 kW (though the majority of CO2 applications use
lasers up to 5 kW34) , while the newest high-powered Nd-YAG lasers are still only
capable of powers on the order of a few kilowatts35• The choice of laser type is therefore
strongly dependant on the application requirements. C02 lasers will be used to weld fairly
large-scale structures like ship hulls where high power is needed, whereas a Nd-YAG
laser would seem by appropriate for smaller-scale applications. The depth of penetration
is directly proportional to the incident laser beam power density, which depends on the
laser beam power and the beam diameter at the work piece. For constant beam diameter,
an increase in incident beam power is directly proportional to depth ofpenetration35•
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2.7.2.2. Beam Diameter
The laser beam diameter is one of the most important process variables because it
determines the energy density at constant power. The diameter is defined as the diameter
at which the power (which has a Gaussian distribution) has dropped to l/e2 of the central
value, which will therefore contain 80% of the total power in the beam32• This is a very
difficult parameter to measure due to the ambiguity present in what needs to be measured
(energy density). However, the beam diameter is not the only beam attribute that must
necessarily be controlled. The beam shape will also play an important role in the final
shape of the weld beam. Any stigmatism in the beam will produce irregularities in the
shape of the resulting weld and could cause a weakening of the mechanical properties34•
The vertical position of the focus in relation to the substrate is extremely important and
errors in focusing can have deleterious effects on the resulting weld. As shown in Figure
2-19, if the focus of the beam is too deep in the substrate, a V-shaped weld resulted,
necessitating a more precise line up to ensure proper fusion between pieces, whereas
focus of the beam too far above the substrate may prevent full penetration of the
workpiece36•
2.7.2.3. Absorptivity
The efficiency of the laser welding process is determined by the absorptivity of the
work piece, which exhibits the following relationship:
A = 112.2~C1r Equation 2-18
where <Jr is the electrical resistivity of the material, the temperature dependence of which
has been derived32• The coefficient in this expression may vary slightly with material and
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laser beam characteristics, but this general relation is well established32,35,37. Often an
absorbent powder is applied to the surface of metal alloys to avoid any loss of power due
to the high reflectivity of metal. However, although metals are poor absorbers of infrared
energy at room temperature, above a certain threshold energy density (-106_107 W/cm2),
energy transfer via the keyhole leads to much higher absorptivity, which increases rapidly
once the keyhole is formed35• This increase can be attributed to "beam trapping" in the
keyhole due to total internal reflection of the light energy.
2.7.2.4. Travel Speed
The travel speed of the laser becomes the most important parameter in determining
the resultant microstructure morphology, especially at high travel speeds32• Although a
range of travel speeds can be used to create welds on a plate of a given thickness, the
fusion zone volume will increase at constant power with decreasing travel speed.
Furthermore, even though the depth to width ratio, DIW, possible for laser welding is
generally less than that possible with electron beam welding, the relative difference
between the two processes decreases with increasing travel speed32• However, the
average power absorbed by the workpiece decreases with increasing travel speed
because, as the depth of penetration decreases with increasing travel speed, internal
reflection of the light power is incomplete and efficiency is lost.
2.7.3. Challenges in Laser Materials Processing
Aside from control of the welding parameters, other features unique to laser welding
present a set of challenges to the welding engineer. Aside from safety concerns with
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exposure of eyes and skin to laser radiation (which will not be discussed here), a more
technical problem presents itself. With the vaporization of the metal substrate due to the
high energy density with the use of lasers, plasma is generated that absorbs and scatters
the laser beam. The higher the energy used, the more plasma generated and more
significant a scattering effect. It is therefore imperative to clear this plasma away, often
with a shielding gas s~ch as He34• The choice of shielding gas composition has been
shown to be extremely important, as gases with a high ionization potential can cause
severe beam blockage. Unfortunately, the lighter elements with lower ionization
potentials are less effective in displacing air from the laser/material interaction area in the
short time available in high speed welding. Therefore a compromise must be reached, and
a mixture of lighter and heavier gases has provided optimum penetration38• This gas will
also protect the weld from oxidation and increase the depth of penetration for a given
power and travel speed.
2.8. Rapid Solidification
Rapid solidification conditions are made possible by the high energy density of the
laser beam used as the heat source in laser welding because of the depth of penetration
possible at high travel speeds. The application of high laser travel speeds directly results
..
in the increase of the solidification velocity, though not necessary in a 1:1 ratioS. This
process results in a refinement of the solidification features, a reduction in solute
segregation, a reduction in the formation of interdendritic secondary phases, and the
formation of non-equilibrium structures9• Burden and Hunt determined that undercooling
increased with increasing solidification velocity and therefore might be used to explain
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this transition13. Transition in primary solidification modes in duplex stainless steel has
been shown to be extremely dependent on the solidification velocity39. Over a limited
range of compositions, fully austenitic microstructures have been found without any
evidence of a solidification substructure4o• At high solidification rates, dendrites, cells,
and eutectic structure cannot form anymore and a homogenous structure is produced.
During rapid solidification, solute rejection into the liquid ahead of the advancing
solidification front is incomplete due to the low diffusivity of the solute in the solid in
comparison to the velocity of the solid/liquid interface. Consequently, a decrease in the
total amount of solute rejected is expected, resulting in a higher solute content in the
primary phase and the eventual elimination of the eutectic that forms in the interdendritic
regions under normal solidification conditions. Furthermore, this reduction in the amount
of solute rejected into the liquid can potentially eliminate the dendritic substructure
observed in the fusion zone' of conventional arc welds, resulting in the formation of a
single-phase microstructure with uniform composition. Two solidification theories have
been presented in the literature to explain the presence of the single phase observed in
many rapidly solidified welds: partitionless solidification or massive transformation from
primary ferrite to austenite.
2.8.1. Partitionless Solidification
Partitionless solidification occurs when the high solidification velocities produced by
laser welding exceed the rate at which solute can be rejected into the liquid, causing a
solute "trapping" effect. The solidified structure, which no longer exhibits a dendritic
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morphology, has a much more uniform chemical composition and the eutectic originally
observed in the interdendritic regions of the microstructure is no longer present.
A planar solidification front develops when a steady state develops between the solute
entering the diffusive boundary layer and the solute leaving the boundary layer as it is
incorporated into the solid9• As discussed previously, a planar interface is present under
equilibrium solidification conditions and is often seen along the boundary between fusion
zone and HAl before the transition to cellular or dendritic growth. However, the limit of
absolute stability has also shown the presence of a planar front at very high solidification
velocities. Research done by Kurz and FisherlO determined that the dendrite tip radius
severely decreases as a function of growth rate, but the KGT model developed by Kurz,
Giovanola, and Trivedi11 took this theory one step further and determined that this is true
only to a point. As shown in Figure 2-14, the tip radius does decrease as a function of
solidification velocity, but then sharply increases towards infinity at the limit of absolute
stability. At this point a planar front is re-established, and partitionless solidification can
take place.
The explanation for this transition can be determined by examining the reasons why
the dendrite tip radius continually decreases with increasing solidification rate. At higher
solidification velocities, less time is available for solute to be ejected into the liquid ahead
of the interface. Therefore, the system compensates by decreasing tip radius, which
decreases the dendrite spacing and increases the solid/liquid interfacial area. This
mechanism only works to a critical juncture, at which point the increase in interfacial
energy is not energetically favorable compared to solute ejection to the liquid, and a
planar front is established, thereby trapping the solute in solid solution. In 1982, Aziz
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developed a detailed model for solute distribution during rapid solidification41 that
examines the phenomenon of solute trapping by the high velocity of the solid/liquid
interface, resulting in the presentation of a velocity dependent partition coefficient
(variables defined for Equation 1.16):
Equation 2-19where ~=alDk(V) =ko+ PoV
I+PoV
A common method for measuring the difference between the solidification of GTA welds
and laser welds is run a laser weld along the surface of a GTA weld that has already been
made. The work published by Brooks et al.42,43 introduces a series of images of the
transition from the ferritic to austenitic primary solidification mode in duplex stainless
steels, as shown in Figure 2-20. The reduction in scale of the microstructure is readily
apparent between the 8 and y present in the microstructure, and the y almost seems to be
single phase. This is consistent with the microstructural refinement often reported in the
literature for high energy density welds9.
The main observable indication that partitionless solidification has taken place is a
single-phase microstructure. In 1984, Boettinger et al.44 studied this segregationless
phenomenon, focusing on interface instability theory because, during planar growth,
solidification occurs with no lateral segregation. The asymptotic form of this instability
threshold is presented as:
v = mD(I-ko)c
k;TMr
Equation 2-20
where: m =liquidus slope
D = liquid diffusion coefficient
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C = alloy composition
ko =partition coefficient
TMf = capillarity constant
V =velocity above which a planar interface is stable
Therefore, this equation implies that high velocities are required to maintain partitionless
solidification with higher solute concentration. Boettinger et al.45 pursued this theory
further by examining the behavior of the Ag-Cu system. Partitionless solidification was
observed for a range of compositions within this system, and it was found that the
required velocity to maintain planar stability is not a simple function of the solute
concentration of the given alloy. The authors strongly suggest that the composition above
which the required velocity for planar stability actually decreases indicates the· onset of
solute trapping, thereby demonstrating the significant composition dependence of this
phenomenon. Furthermore, this result also suggests that the assumption of most
solidification theories that liquid diffusion coefficient is independent of temperature may
not be accurate for rapid solidification conditions45•
Elmer et al.46 examined the single-phase structures observed in electron beam and
laser beam welds in stainless steel. At low solidification rates (castings) relative to the
diffusive velocity of the solute in the solid, a partial back-diffusion of solute into the solid
reduces the total amount of solute present in the liquid at the termination of solidification.
As the solidification rate is increased as in welding, the amount of back-diffusion
decreases to the point where the effect of back-diffusion is negligible. As the
solidification rate is further increased, the amount of undercooling at the dendrite tip
increases and becomes the principal factor influencing the redistribution of solute. Under
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rapid solidification conditions, the undercooling effect can be so severe that the
"operating point,,46 of the solidification reaction can occur below the solidus temperature
(Figure 2-11), where segregation can be completely eliminated and single-phase
structures can result if the solidification rate exceeds some minimum value 44.
Therefore, the localized corrosion problems associated with Mo microsegregation in
conventional arc welds can potentially be eliminated through laser welding or laser
surface modification. Research has shown that the laser surface modification of the
fusion zone of austenitic stainless steel welds can significantly improve the corrosion
performance of the weld, in some cases to the same level or better than that of the base
metal47. In that study, a series oflaser surface treatments were applied to sections 316L,
317L, and AL-6XN austenitic stainless steels, which were then submerged in a FeCh
solution. Pits in the materials were caused by corrosion in this aggressive media and the
density of these pits was measured in each sample. The results are shown in Figure 2-21,
which indicates that the corrosion resistance of the welded samples can be made better
than that of the base metal through laser surface modification48. Under rapid
solidification conditions associated with laser beam processing, the large temperature
gradients and high solidification rates lead to the formation of small dendrite tip radii and
accumulation of solute in the liquid ahead of the solid/liquid interface49. Each of these
factors cause dendrite tip undercooling during solidification that is accompanied by an
enrichment of alloying elements in the solid as it forms from the undercooled liquid (Le.,
reduced microsegregation). With continued increase in solidification velocity, completely
segregation-free microstructures can be produced with extended solubilitiesso• Thus, it is
possible to eliminate microsegregation and increase the amount of alloying elements
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(e.g., Mo) retained in solution: Elimination of the microsegregation problem would avoid
the need for high Mo filler metals while simultaneously eliminating the localized
corrosion problems associated with conventional arc welding processes.
2.8.2. Massive Transformations
Another theory that has been proffered to explain the presence of single-phase
austenite without any substructure (see Figure 2-20) such as cells or dendrites is that a
massive transformation from primary ferrite occurred immediately after solidification.
This is plausible theory for some duplex stainless steel compositions, as vertical sections
of the Fe-Ni-Cr ternary system seem to indicate that such a transition would be possible.
Figure 2-22 suggests that a nominal composition of about Fe-20Cr-10Ni would transform
at lower temperatures from ferrite to austenite. This transition is advantageous from a
segregation perspective as primary ferrite exhibits very little segregation40 and a massive
transformation does not involve long-range diffusion, but rather the ordered trans-
interphase interface movement by short-range diffusion, thereby preserving the
homogeneity gained by the primary ferrite solidification4o• However, there is no physical
or scientific evidence to prove that such a transformation takes place. Rather, such a
transition is proposed in reaction to the observation of the featureless single-phase
austenite in the microstructure of some rapidly solidified welds in duplex stainless steels,
though segregation is still observed25• Furthermore, the high nickel content of AL-6XN
superaustenitic stainless steel ensures that a primary 8 solidification mode is impossible.
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2.8.3. Rapid Solidification and SASS
An example of the resultant austenitic microstructure in a stainless steel laser weld
run on top of a GTA weld is shown in Figure 2-23. Note the fine scale of the
microstructure in the laser weld fusion zone, especially when compared to the grain size
in the GTA weld fusion zone adjacent to the solidified laser weld pool. Single-phase
austenite of this sort is often observed in laser welds, but no definitive data on the solute
redistribution in SASS stainless steel welds has been published to this point. In 1987,
Kujanpaa and DavidS 1presented a study on the microsegregation in GTA and laser welds
on high-molybdenum SASS, namely AL-6XN, which is also the subject material for the
thesis presented here. The researchers reported a decrease in the segregation observed in
the laser welds when compared to GTA welds with slower solidification velocities.
Unfortunately, the fine dendrite spacing, which was reported to be as small as 1 micron,
creates problems for the electron microprobe (EPMA), because this instrument inherently
has a minimum beam interaction area of about 1 micron, thereby preventing precise
measurement of the segregation profile in the structure. This makes the data presented for
the highest solidification velocities and therefore the smallest dendritic spacing
uninterpretable. Analytical Electron Microscopy (AEM) has the ability of focusing an
electron beam with a diameter on the order ofnanometers, and this technique will be used
to measure segregation profiles in the research discussed in this thesis.
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2.9. Corrosion Resistance of Stainless Steels
2.9.1. General Mechanisms
The main active element in conventional stainless steels is chromium (Cr), which
works to provide a regenerative layer of passivation on the surface of the material to
prevent corrosive attack. Corrosion is often an oxidation process and the Cr within the
stainless steel reacts in oxidizing environments to form an ultra-thin protective layer at
the surface of the steel. Because the stainless steel reacts in this way, this passive layer
can regenerate if the surface is scratched, abraded, or damaged in any way. However,
studies also indicate that molybdenum (Mo) and nitrogen (N) also have significant impact
on the corrosion resistance of stainless steel alloys52,53. For this reason, high alloy
stainless steels have been developed for their outstanding corrosion resistance by utilizing
significant amounts of these elements in the chemical composition of the material. The
new class of super-austenitic stainless steels (SASS) has significant alloy additions of
nickel, chromium, and molybdenum, to promote the primary solidification mode of
austenite, which exhibits excellent corrosion resistance and high temperature strength.
The corrosion resistance of SASS alloys hinges on the amount and distribution of
Mo additions to the chemical composition of these materials. Although the corrosion
resistance of conventional stainless steels is often attributed to the chromium-content,
which forms a regenerative passive layer on the surface of the material, research has
shown that the corrosion resistance of SASS alloys is more dependent on the local
molybdenum (Mo) concentration in the allol4-57• Recent work has suggested that Mo, in
combination with N, promotes selective dissolution of iron at the surface and leads to
chromium enrichment beneath the passive film, thereby increasing corrosion
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resistance1,58. A nitride layer has also been observed at the film-metal interface along
with a ferrous molybdate layer in the outer portions of the passive film. Scientific
conjecture concludes that these phases provide secondary kinetic barriers for further
improvement. Consequently, many research efforts have been conducted to optimize the
nominal Mo and N contents in commercial SASS alloys to increase resistance to
localized corrosion. When Mo is homogeneously distributed its wrought form, the
protective film that develops on AL-6XN leads to excellent pitting and crevice corrosion
resistance59• However, problems arise in regions of Mo depletion, where the protective
film lacks stability and lacks the ability to protect the material from corrosive media.
2.9.2. Microstructural Effects
The poor pitting resistance of the fusion zone in the SASS welds can be directly
attributed to the loss of compositional uniformity due Mo microsegregation during weld
solidification. The photomicrograph in Figure 2-24 shows an autogenous weld on AL-
6XN exposed to a 10% FeCh solution for 24 hours at 60 °C, and localized attack at the
Mo depleted dendrite cores is readily evident60• The difference in corrosion behavior
between welded and unwelded samples is particularly well defined when the critical
pitting temperature is plotted as a function of the Mo-content in the material61 • As
illustrated in Figure 2-25, the critical pitting temperature is decreased more significantly
at higher Mo contents, further demonstrating the dependence of the corrosion resistance
on the distribution of the alloying elements within the material.
The studies conducted by Gamer54,55 have focused on the corrosion behavior of
austenitic stainless steel welds and the mechanisms by which corrosion occurs. The data
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presented in these publications are unique due to the excellent documentation of selective
dissolution of the dendritic portions of the fusion zone that have resulted, as can be seen
in Figure 2-26 and Figure 2-27. The high magnification SEM image displayed in Figure
2-28 provides a three-dimensional demonstration of the extent to which the weld can lose
its structural integrity. Furthermore, little doubt exists that the regions of the material that
were corroded away were from the dendrites within the resolidified structure.
As stated previously, the corrosion behavior of SASS materials is dependent upon the
local distribution of Mo. The variations in this distribution have been attributed to
segregation during solidification, as well as a stagnant boundary layer between the
molten weld pool and the unmelted base metal known as the "unmixed zone". A great
deal ofwork has been done to document the behavioral result due to these variations.
Figure 2-29 shows the (a) critical pitting potential and (b) critical pitting temperature
variation of the base metal and welds for a series of 18%Cr-12%Ni experimental stainless
steels with systematic changes in Mo concentration. Although the beneficial effect ofMo
on the pitting resistance of the base metal is clearly evident, arc welding almost
completely negates the beneficial effect. This behavior has been observed in commercial
stainless steels as well62, as the unwelded base material shows significantly higher
corrosion resistance than an autogenously welded specimen over a wide range of alloys.
In fact, the critical pitting temperature of welds in AL-6XN is reduced by a factor of two,
from 70°C for the base metal to 35 °c for the weld21 • Welds of high-molybdenum
austenitic stainless steels have also been tested in seawater, and exhibited similar
preferential attack of the interdendritic regions of the weld63 •
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2.9.3. Unmixed Zone Corrosion
The segregation problem can be particularly severe in the unmixed zone, even when
Mo-rich filler metal is used. In addition to microsegregation of Mo, there is a region in
the fusion zone of any weld where complete melting and re-solidification occurs, but
mixing does not take place between the filler metal and base metal. This region is
referred to as the "unmixed zone", and is located adjacent to the fusion line where a
stagnant boundary layer exists in the weld pool next to the weld pool/base metal
interface. Unfortunately, because of the negligible fluid flow in this region during
welding, the unmixed zone will not receive any benefit from the addition of Mo-rich
filler metal, and will have the same nominal composition as the base metal. Therefore,
the Mo-content of the dendrite cores in the unmixed zone will be lower than that for those
in the fusion zone. The photomicrograph in Figure 2-30 shows a weld made on AL-6XN
with a filler metal containing 13.5 wt% Mo. The. weld was exposed to a 10% FeCi)
solution for 30 minutes at 80 °C60• The dendrite cores of the unmixed zone, where the
Mo-content is at a minimum, served as preferential pit initiation sites, which
subsequently propagated along these Mo-depleted dendrite cores. The accelerated
corrosive degradation of the unmixed zone in corrosive media is of immediate concern as
this weld region serves as a boundary layer between the fusion zone and the base metal.
Preferential corrosive attack in this region could prove catastrophic if the weld is allowed
to separate from the base metal, thereby destroying the structural integrity of the
weldment. Homogenization treatments can be used to eliminate the Mo concentration
gradients to restore uniform corrosion resistance in the unmixed zone, but the times and
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temperatures required for homogenization are not practical or cost-effective for large
scale weldments like those required by the SASS-Advanced Double Hull application64•
Figure 2-31a shows a scanning electron photomicrograph of the unmixed zone in a
weld made on AL-6XN with a filler metal containing approximately 16-wt% Mo, and an
electron microprobe composition trace acquired across this unmixed zone (from point A
to point B) is shown in Figure 2-31b6o• Evidence of melting in the unmixed zone is
clearly evident by the presence of the dendritic substructure, and this region contains the
same nominal Mo concentration as the base metal (~ 6 wt%). Figure 2-32a shows an
SEM photomicrograph of an unmixed zone in a weld on AL-6XN made with IN625 filler
metal containing 8.4 wt% Mo, and an electron microprobe trace across the dendritic
substructure of the unmixed zone is shown in Figure 2-32b. The dark circles in Figure
2-32a show the locations of the electron microprobe trace. The Mo concentration drops to
a minimum value of ~ 4 wt% in the dendrite cores in this region. It is important to
emphasize that the unmixed zone can not be avoided in these dissimilar metal welds,
regardless of the process and filler metal used to deposit the weld6o•
2.9.4. Rapid Solidification
Different approaches have been taken to alleviate the detrimental effects of
segregation during weld pool solidification. High-Mo filler metals are often used to
increase the nominal Mo-content of the fusion zone, with some success65• However, as
discussed above, the beneficial effect of added Mo-content does not reach the unmixed
zone with the use of filler metals, and no technology has been developed to eliminate this
region of any fusion weld, regardless of the welding method or choice of heat source.
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· Yet, the localized corrosion problems within the fusion zone associated with Mo
microsegregation in conventional arc welds can potentially be eliminated through laser
welding or laser surface modification. Laser surface treatments have been experimentally
utilized to rapidly re-solidify a thin layer on conventional arc welds in order to eliminate
microsegregation at surfaces vulnerable to localized corrosion. Furthermore, alloy
additions can be injected into the laser-melted surface region to provide further
enhancements in corrosion resistance to conventional arc welds. This technique has
already been applied to locally increase the surface Mo concentration in commercial
~
304L stainless steel for improved corrosion resistance66• Although modification of
corrosion resistance using single and multi-element implantation has been studied67, this
technique is neither economically feasible nor practical for large structures.
2.10. Summary and Conclusions
Super austenitic stainless steels exhibit outstanding corrosion resistance in aggressive
oxidizing environments due to the quantity and distribution of Mo in the material. The
actual mechanism by which surface passivation with Mo occurs remains a source of
technical debate. However, all research published in the literature consistently presents
unambiguous data that correlates corrosion behavior with local molybdenum content. The
Mo-depleted dendrite cores in both the fusion zone and the unmixed zone preferentially
corrode, potentially compromising the structural integrity of the weld. Although high
alloy filler metals can be used to increase the nominal content ofMo in the dendrite cores
of the fusion zone, the unmixed zone is unaffected by the addition of filler metal and
cannot be eliminated.
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Although much research has been done on the corrosion behavior of conventional arc
welds in SASS alloys, very little published information is readily available on the
microstructure and resultant corrosion behavior of laser welds on SASS alloys. General
observations have been made concerning the improvement in material performance due
to laser surface treatment and laser welds47, though a detailed microstructural analysis of
laser welded SASS structures has not been published to date. Microstructural
characterization and corrosion testing of laser welds, prepared under a broad range of
processing conditions, are needed in order to establish the relationships between
processing conditions, weld microstructure, and resultant corrosion performance. These
experiments should also investigate techniques for laser surface melting and alloying to
improve the corrosion resistance of fillet welds that must be made with conventional arc
welding processes.
Research has shown that lasers can increase solidification velocity either through
welding or surface modification of existing welds. The application of rapid solidification
conditions has proven to dramatically increase the corrosion performance of the SASS
materials by significantly reducing the amount of Mo segregation that occurs during weld
solidification by increasing the solubility of Mo within austenite, thereby increasing the
corrosion resistance of the weld. The magnitude of dendrite tip undercooling needed to
produce fusion zone microstructures with reduced or eliminated microsegregation can be
controlled with proper adjustments to the laser power and beam velocity. However, the
parameters needed to produce adequate undercooling will depend on composition and the
base metal dimensions. Experimental determination of optimal processing conditions for
the wide range of possible applications would be costly and inefficient. Thus, processing
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models, which can predict the solidification microstructure as a function of processing
parameters and composition in multi-component alloys of engineering significance are
needed in order to guide end users to the optimal set of processing conditions. The
research presented in this thesis focuses on the development of a multi-tiered model that
combines solidification behavior and microstructural analysis of SASS welds as a
function of the power and travel speed of the laser. This predictive model will allow the
engineer to control the properties of weldments by adjusting the welding parameters to
control the final microstructure, providing new opportunities to implement super
austenitic stainless steel into new engineering applications. Consequently, this research
will not only advance the science of laser welding and surface treating for ADH
applications in particular, but will also provide fundamental information to the welding
community in general.
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Figure 2-1. Comparison of free energy of formation v. particle radius for homogeneous,
heterogeneous, and epitaxial nucleation. 2
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Figure 2-3. Diagram showing variation of thermal gradient GL and growth rate Rs along
solidification front for differently shaped weld pools. 2
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k =thermal conductivity of substrate P =weld power
a = thermal diffusivity in substrate S = heat source travel speed (dX/dt)
V = solidification velocity D = weld pool depth at deepest point
RMB= distance from heat source to deepest point in weld pool
L = horizontal distance from weld pool tail to deepest point in weld pool
LMB=distance from heat source to weld pool tail
v
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Figure 2-5. Weld dimension schematic diagram.
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Figure 2-7. Epitaxial growth from the fusion line of stainless steel weld during low cooling rate
conditions (25.4 mmls).39
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Figure 2-10. Primary austenite solidification mode microstructures3~. a) single-phase austenite
dendrites (6.5 mmfs) b) single-phase austenite cells (100 mmfs).
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Figure 2-10. Primary austenite solidification mode microstructures39• a) single-phase austenite
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Figure 2-12. Tip radius R as a function of growth rate V, for AI-2wt%Cu at G = 100 K1Cm. 10 The
solid line is the result of the application of the full equation in equation 11. The dashed line is the
high velocity approximation in equation 12. The dot-dashed line is the low velocity approximation in
equation 13.
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Figure 2-17. Electron microprobe composition trace acquired across the dendritic substructure of an
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Figure 2-16. The effect of k(v) on the growth rate versus the undercooling relationship for different
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Figure 2-17. Electron microprobe composition trace acquired across the dendritic substructure of an
arc weld in which AL-6XN was welded autogenously. I
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Figure 2-20. HED-GTA weld transition, Fe-23Cr-12Ni alloy, GTA weld (left) with lathy ferrite
morphology, RED weld (right) with almost totally single-phase austenite structure. 2~- .-
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Figure 2-20. HED-GTA weld transition, Fe-23Cr-12Ni alloy, GTA weld (left) with lathy ferrite
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Figure 2-23. The single-phase nature of high-speed resolidified melts: both (a) and (b) show single-
phase austenite growing from GTA weld fusion structures in stainless steel. 39
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Figure 2-24. Photomicrograph of an autogenous weld on AL-6XN exposed to a 10% FeCI3 solution
for 24 hours at 60 DC showing localized attack at the Mo depleted dendrite cores. 1
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Figure 2-24. Photomicrograph of an a utogenous weld on AL-6XN exposed to a 10% FeCb solution
for 24 hours' at 60°C showing localized attack at the Mo depleted dendrite cores. I
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Figure 2-26. A scratch initiated pit in Type 317L weld metal formed at 190 mV in 0.6 N NaCI, pH 3,
40°C showing preferential attack of the Mo-depleted dendrite cores. 54
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Figure 2-26. A scratch initiated pit in Type 317L weld metal formed at 190 mV in 0.6 N NaC!, pH 3,
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Figure 2-27. Scratch initiated pits formed on experimental alloy Fe-15.8Cr-12Ni-5Mo weld metal at
700 mV in 0.6 N NaCI, pH 3, 40°C showing preferential attack of the Mo-depleted dendrite cores.
Multiple pitting has occurred because 700 mV is above the critical pitting potentiaL S4
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Figure 2-30. Photomicrograph of a weld made on AL-6XN with a filler metal containing 13.5 wt%
Mo that was exposed to a 10% FeCh solution for 30 minutes at 80 DC showing initiation of pits at the
dendrite cores in the unmixed zone. 1
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Figure 2-30. Photomicrograph of a weld made on AL-6XN with a filler metal containing 13.5 wt%
Mo that was exposed to a ]0% FeCh solution for 30 minutes at 80 DC showing initiation of pits at the
dendrite cores in the unmixed zone. I
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Figure 2-31. a) Scanning electron photomicrograph ofthe unmixed zone in a weld made on AL-6XN
with a mler metal containing approximately 16-wt% Mo. b) Electron microprobe composition trace
acquired across this unmixed zone (from point Ato point B shown in Figure 2a). 1
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Figure 2-31. a) Scanning electron photomicrograph of the unmixed zone in a weld made on AL-6XN
with a filler metal containing approximately 16-wt% Mo. b) Electron microprobe composition trace
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Figure 2-32. a) Scanning electron photomicrograph oran unmixed zone in a weld on AL-6XN made
with IN625 filler metaL b) Electron microprobe composition trace across the dendritic substructure
of the unmixed zone. 1
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3. Microstructural Analysis
3.1. Material Selection
Engineering alloys used in industrial practice typically have complex chemical
compositions, and SASS alloys are no exception. The commercial SASS alloy chosen for
this study is AL-6XN, the composition ofwhich is displayed in Table 3-1. Unfortunately,
this chemical complexity makes efforts to discern the contribution of individual alloying
elements to the overall solidification behavior of the material difficult. Yet, the isolation
of individual contributions to alloy behavior is extremely important as even small
alloying additions can significantly alter solidification models that do not account for
them68• In order to understand the solidification behavior of these alloys, simpler material
systems must also be examined to better isolate the contribution of each alloying element
to the overall behavior of the material.
To isolate individual elemental contributions, a series of ternary and quaternary alloys
have been developed that closely simulate the solidification behavior of AL-6XN. The
chosen experimental compositions, shown in Table 3-1, exhibit primary austenite
solidification behavior similar to AL-6XN. Each experimental alloy was chosen so that a
Mo-rich eutectic forms in the interdendritic· region during solidification69, though the
fraction ofthis eutectic phase may vary significantly from alloy to alloy. The presence of
a significant amount of eutectic can be experimentally advantageous as an easily
measured microstructural feature that provides a benchmark for the effective increase in
solute solubility for a given set of welding parameters. More specifically, reduction in
microsegregation decreases the amount of Mo-rich liquid present at the termination of
solidification thereby decreasing the amount of eutectic that forms. Finally, the
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compositions of the alloys chosen form a matrix such that the difference in solidification
behavior between one material and another can be attributed to the addition or subtraction
of a single element.
3.2. Experimental Procedure
3.2.1. Experimental Alloy Preparation
An ingot of each material was cast from virgin elements using a vacuum arc-
remelting furnace. Each ingot was then rolled into 5/16"-thick plate, approximately 4"
wide, similar in dimensions to the heat of AL-6XN strip supplied by Allegheny Ludlum
Corporation. Homogenization treatments were then conducted on each experimental alloy
to eliminate any segregation that may have occurred during casting or rolling processes,
and to ensure a single-phase microstructure. Experimental Alloy 1 was homogenized for
4 hours at 1204 °C (2200 OF), Alloy 2 for 16 hours at 1204 °C (2200 OF), and Alloy 3 for
16 hours at 1246 °C (2275 OF). These temperatures were selected due to their proximity
to the solidus temperature for each alloy, as calculated using the Thermo-Calc
computational thermodynamics package70 71and Nickel Database72, to maximize
diffusivity within the material.
Single pass autogenous gas tungsten arc (OTA) welds were prepared on each alloy.
No seam was prepared for this process to avoid inconsistencies with plate alignment;
rather the arc was simply passed across the plate surface (bead-on-plate configuration).
The plates were degreased prior to welding to remove any excess oil from the rolling or
sectioning processes. A surface grinding process was then applied to the surface of each
material to ensure surface flatness and to remove surface scale that may have resulted
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from any of the heat treatments or mechanical deformation processes required to form the
plate during manufacturing. The arc current (200 A) and travel speed (3 mm/s) were
chosen to provide a coarse weld microstructure while still inducing high cooling rates
within the solidifying weld pool. Argon shielding gas was used and the arc length was
maintained at 0.105" for each weld made in this study.
3.2.2. Differential Thermal Analysis
The temperatures of primary y and Mo-rich eutectic formation during solidification
were measured using Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) for each material in the
homogenized condition. Analysis was conducted on a Netzsch STA 409 differential
thermal analyzer using 700- to 950-mg samples. This DTA system was calibrated to
within 2 °C by using a pure Ni standard (melting point 1455 °C). Alumina (Ah03)
powder was used as the reference material during testing. Alloy test specimens were
packed in alumina powder in small crucibles for insulation, while melting and
solidification of the samples were conducted under flowing argon for protection from
atmospheric interactions. Similar to the homogenization treatments described above, the
experimental design for this analysis employed data from computational thermodynamic
algorithms73 to tailor the heating and cooling cycles such that the solidification
• 70 'temperature range for each alloy could be exammed . Consequently, each sample was
heated from room temperature at a rate of 50°C per minute up to 1100°C, at which point
the heating rate was changed to 10°C/min. Once the peak temperature for each alloy was
reached (~ 20°C above calculated liquidus), a cooling rate. of 10°C/min. was used to
solidify and cool the sample to 1100°C, at which point the sample was cooled to room
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temperature at a rate of 50°C/min. Liquidus and solidus temperatures of eutectic-type
reactions that occur during solidification were taken as deviations from the local baseline
DTA signal, in a manner consistent with previous studies74-79• Samples were run in
duplicate for each material to ensure experimental repeatability of the results and the
testing order was randomized.
3.2.3. Microstructural Analysis
Subsequent to the DTA testing, one sample for each alloy was extracted from the
disposable DTA testing crucibles, and set aside for metallographic sample preparation.
Likewise, the autogenous single-pass OTA welds were sectioned in the transverse
direction, so that a cross-section of the fusion zone microstructure could be observed.
Each sample was mounted using a clear epoxy compound that cures at room temperature
and then metallographically prepared. All samples were electrolytically etched in a 60%
HN03 / 40% H20 solution to reveal the microstructure.
Light Optical Microscopy (LOM) was used to observe microstructural features in
each sample, and bright-field microstructural images were recorded using a Reichert-
Jung Metallograph. Quantitative image analysis utilized contrast thresholding techniques
employed by computer software to characterize the fraction of eutectic constituent
present in the microstructure. Because the scale of the microstructure in the DTA samples
was much coarser than in the orA specimens, a lower magnification was used for the
DTA samples to provide fields of view with good microstructural sampling while still
enabling the thresholding technique to provide an accurate description of the fraction
eutectic. However, the magnification was held constant for each subset of samples to
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maintain consistency. In order to ensure statistical accuracy of these results, 10 fields of
view were randomly chosen for each sample. For the purposes of this study, area
fractions were assumed to be equivalent to volume fractions. Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) was conducted on both the GTA welded samples and the DTA
specimens using a JEOL 6300F Cold Field Emission SEM at 15 kV accelerating voltage
and a working distance of 19 mm. Collection of higher resolution images of eutectic
morphologies was completed along with qualitative chemical analysis using energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).
Electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) was conducted using a JEOL 733 Superprobe
equipped with four independent wavelength dispersive spectrometers. EPMA was
completed using an accelerating voltage of 15 kV and a beam current of 32 nA. The Ka
lines were used for elements Fe, Ni, and Cr, while the La line was used for M069• Raw
data were converted to weight percentages using an established ZAF algorithm8o.
3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. Microstructural Characterization
The extremely slow cooling rate of 10°C/minute (0. 167°C/sec) used in the DTA
experiments provides a resultant microstructure characteristic of that typically seen in
large castings. For this reason, a comparison of observed behavior between these DTA
specimens and GTA welds on the same material provides insight on the effect of changes
in cooling rate of several orders of magnitude (0.167°C/sec for casting compared to 100
to 1000°C/sec for arc welding39). Though cooling rates in high energy density processes
can be much higher (»1000°C/sec) than in conventional arc welding, the documentation
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of the effect of cooling rate over the range between casting and conventional arc welding
methods provides an important baseline for comparison when the data from concurrent
studies81 on HED welding processes are analyzed. Furthermore, this range of
solidification conditions is more typical of industrial manufacturing processes.
As shown in Figure 3-1a, the microstructure of AL-6XN under a lOoC/minute cooling
rate is composed of coarse primary y dendrites with small islands of Mo-rich eutectic
forming in the interdendritic regions. The corresponding DTA scan (Figure 3-1b) reveals
that primary solidification begins at 1403°C and eutectic constituent formation begins at
1354°C. Note that these temperatures are not the liquidus temperatures, as a certain
amount of undercooling (as high as tens of °C) is required to drive nucleation. The
corresponding overheating required to fully melt a given constituent is usually less than
1°C and for this reason, liquidus temperatures are typically recorded during the heating
portion of the DTA scan. The liquidus and solidus temperatures for AL-6XN and the
three experimental alloys are shown in Table 3-2, along with temperatures corresponding
to the onset of eutectic formation as recorded during the cooling scans. All values
presented are averages of the duplicate scans run for each material. Experimental Alloy 1,
a Fe-base quaternary alloy with composition similar to AL-6XN but with double the Mo-
content, contains much more Mo-rich eutectic constituent (shown in Figure 3-2a),
indicated by the much larger exothermic reaction detected in the cooling DTA scan at
1346°C(Figure 3-2b). The coarse y dendrites are completely surrounded by large pools of
Mo-rich eutectic.
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This same phenomenon is observed in the fusion zones of GTA welds prepared on the
same materials. The significant increase in cooling rate (~300°C/s compared to
O.l67°C/s) results in the refinement in the scale of the microstructural features including
dendrite arm spacing and the size of individual pools of Mo-rich eutectic constituent, as
seen in Figure 3-3. However, a comparison between the weld microstructures of the Fe-
base alloys in this study (displayed in Figure 3-3) reveals large differences in the amount
of eutectic present within each microstructure, an observation similar to the one made
when DTA microstructures were compared. Note that the only difference in the
compositions of AL-6XN and Alloy 1 is that Alloy 1 has twice the Mo-content and none
ofthe extraneous alloying elements present in AL-6XN. Therefore, the large difference in
fraction eutectic between materials strongly suggests that the microstructural
development in these .SASS alloys is driven by the Mo-content of the material.
Similar data was collected for the two ternary Ni-base alloys chosen for this study. As
shown in Figure 3-4a, the etched microstructure of an Alloy 2 DTA specimen exhibits a
primary y dendritic substructure, but with no evidence of eutectic formation in the
interdendritic regions. The corresponding DTA cooling scan (Figure 3-4b) confirms the
lack of second phase microstructural constituent, as only a single deviation from the local
baseline is observed. However, the doubling of the Mo-content of the material as in Alloy
3 promotes the formation of a Mo-rich eutectic constituent, as shown in Figure 3-5.
Analysis of the GTA weld fusion zone microstructures of each alloy (Figure 3-6)
revealed a refinement in the scale of the microstructure, though no evidence of eutectic
constituent was found for Alloy 2. Analogous to the case for the Fe-base alloys, Alloy 3
has twice the Mo-content (24.67 wt%) as Alloy 2 (12.00 wt%) and exhibits a concomitant
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increase in the fraction eutectic constituent in both the DTA specimen and the OTA
welded material, as shown in Figure 3-6. This confirms that the microstructural
development of these Ni-base alloys is also strongly dependent on the Mo-content of the
material.
The results of quantitative image analysis of the fraction eutectic are shown in Table
3-3. This direct comparison provides insight into the differences in solidification behavior
between the material systems being studied. First, little appreciable difference in fraction
eutectic between the DTA samples and OTA weld fusion zone is observed for any of the
materials, despite the large difference in cooling rate between the two processes, with the
small variations in phase fraction attributed to experimental error. This suggests that
eutectic formation is insensitive to cooling rate within the range of conditions studied
here. Second, a two fold increase in Mo-content in Alloy 1 (12.60 wt% Mo) compared to
AL-6XN (6.31 wt% Mo) results in a change in fraction eutectic from ~2% in AL-6XN to
~30% in Alloy 1. Similar observations can be made for the Ni-base alloys as Alloy 2
(12.00 wt% Mo) exhibits no eutectic and Alloy 3 (24.67 wt% Mo) has ~20% eutectic
constituent. Hence, a two-fold increase in Mo-content provides a substantial increase in
the amount of eutectic observed in the microstructure for these materials, suggesting that
the segregation of Mo during solidification drives their microstructural development.
Third, the large amount of eutectic observed in Fe-based Alloy 1 samples and the total
lack of eutectic constituent in Ni-based Alloy 2, even though both alloys have identical
Mo compositions, suggests that Mo partitions less in the austenitic Ni solidification than
Ni-stabilized austenite in Fe-base alloys.
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3.3.2. Solidification Reactions
While fraction eutectic is an important microstructural feature, the eutectic
morphology in each alloy provides important information concerning the identity of the
phases formed during solidification. SEM images of the eutectic constituents observed in
the DTA specimens for each alloy are shown in Figure 3-7. These pools are composed of
fields of eutectic-y spotted with islands of Mo-rich second phase (as determined by EDS
and EPMA detailed in proceeding sections). In the Fe-base alloys (Figure 3-7a and b), the
eutectic constituents generally have similar morphologies, though the presence of a
lamellar eutectic morphology (left and upper right of Figure 3-7b) was observed in Alloy
1, suggesting the presence of a 3rd phase. However, the eutectic constituent observed in
Ni-base Alloy 3 has an entirely different appearance, as seen in Figure 3-7c. This cannot
be attributed to an artifact of metallography, as all samples were etched with the same
chemical using the same electrolytic technique. Therefore, this suggests the presence of a
2nd phase component in the Ni-base alloy different than that observed the Fe-base alloys.
Fortunately, the coarse microstructure in the DTA specimens provide pools of
eutectic that are 10 ~m across and islands of 2nd phase within the eutectic that are larger
than 1 ~m, the minimum interaction volume of the electron microprobe. Consequently,
EPMA was used to experimentally measure second phase and average eutectic
compositions, as shown in Table 3-4. In all cases, the 2nd phase has higher Mo and Cr
content than the y matrix, typical of the topologically close-packed (TCP) phases (cr and
P) that have been observed in this class of materials elsewhere2o,22. The corresponding
average eutectic compositions were experimentally measured by leaving the electron
microprobe in raster mode during the analysis74•79, thereby including the y component of
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the eutectic constituent. The contribution of eutectic y to the analysis resulted in a lower
average concentration ofMo and Cr, and higher concentrations ofFe and Ni.
Examination of the fusion zone microstructures of weld specimens reveals similar
morphological evidence. As shown in Figure 3-8, the eutectic constituents have the same
appearance as those for the DTA specimens on the same materials. Some differences
must be duly noted, namely that the AL-6XN eutectic Figure 3-8a in the weld seems to
have a more blocky morphology than that from the DTA specimen, though this can be
attributed to a difference in the scale of the pools of eutectic that form between the two
materials. Similarities in morphology are not as readily apparent between this and the
microstructure observed in Alloy 1 (Figure 3-8b) as in the DTA specimens though the
compositions are very similar (Table 3-4). The high magnification view afforded by SEM
imaging shows distinctly different morphologies within the same eutectic in welded
Alloy 1, as evidenced by regions of TCP/y lamellae juxtaposed with a blocky TCP/y
eutectic. Yet, in and of itself the morphological difference proves nothing, as the lamellar
constituent is most likely the same phase as the globular constituent with a different
orientation. Conversely, the eutectic in the Ni-base Alloy 3 is distinctly different than
either of the Fe-base alloys, as can be seen in Figure 3-8c.
Unfortunately, the chemical compositions are much more difficult to measure
experimentally in weld fusion zones as the increased cooling rate results in a reduction in
the scale of the microstructural features. The solute-rich intermetallic phases are sub-
micron in size, making quantitative chemical analysis impossible using the same EPMA' -
technique as was used for the coarser DTA microstructures. However, the large amounts
of eutectic in Alloy 1 and Alloy 3 result in fairly large pools of eutectic (2 Ilm-diameter)
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and allow for average eutectic composition to be measured directly (Table 3-4); though
the small islands of TCP/y eutectic in AL-6XN were too small «I~m) for any analysis
using EPMA techniques. Good agreement is observed between the average eutectic
compositions for DTA and weld specimens for Alloy 1 and Alloy 3 (as shown in Table
3-4), strongly suggesting that the identity TCP/y eutectic constituent did not change with
cooling rate in each material.
From these data, a series of solidification reactions describing the microstructural
development of each alloy are proposed, providing an opportunity to examine differences
in solidification behavior due to alloy compositional variations. The compositions of the
TCP phase observed in the Fe-base alloys (AL-6XN and Alloy 1) are consistent with the
0' phase reported elsewhere2o,82-88 for this class of alloys, as shown in Table 3-5. Yet,
while the TCP phase in Ni-based Alloy 3 also has a high Mo and Cr content, the Mo-
content of the 2nd phase constituent in Alloy 3 is more than twice (47 wt%) that observed
in the Fe-base alloys (17 and 21wt% Mo for AL-6XN and Alloy 1, respectively).
Combined with the different observed eutectic morphology, this chemical data would
seem to suggest that the identity of the 2nd phase constituent in the Ni-base alloy is not 0',
but rather the orthorhombic P-phase intermetallic (Table 3-5). Hence, the following
solidifioation reaction sequences are proposed:
AL-6XN:
Alloy 1:
Alloy 2:
Alloy 3:
L 7 L+y 7 L+y+ 0' 7 y+O'
Lo7L+yo7L+y+O'o7y+O'
Lo7L+yo7Y
Lo7L+Yo7L+y+Po7Y+P
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Although chemical analysis and morphological data strongly suggests that a Mo-rich
TCPly eutectic fonns during solidification of these Mo-bearing alloys, positive phase
identification is impossible based solely on these two features. Andersson et al.85
observed a distinct trend of increasing 0' phase Mo-content with increased nominal Mo
composition, but while it seems unlikely that 0' intennetallics would have a composition
range as broad as 30-wt% Mo, the possibility cannot be eliminated without positive phase
identification. While beyond the scope of the research presented in this thesis, crystal
structure identification will be conducted using convergent beam diffraction to confirm
the solidification sequences presented here.
3.3.3. Elemental Segregation Behavior
The dependence of the microstructural development of SASS alloys on the Mo-
content of the alloy can be attributed to the low solubility of Mo in y and the subsequent
rejection of excess Mo into the liquid ahead of the dendrite tip during solidification. As
this phenomenon continues the remaining liquid becomes enriched with Mo, promoting
the fonnation of high Mo-content secondary phases with a eutectic morphology as
documented here. The redistribution of Mo in the solidified structure is easily observed
experimentally, as seen in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10. Figure 3-9a shows the region of
the DTA microstructure for Fe-base Alloy 1 in which the EPMA line scan was taken,
while Figure 3-9b plots the compositions of Fe, Ni, Cr, and Mo (top to bottom) as a
function of distance across the dendritic structure. Similarly, Figure 3-10a depicts the
region of the fusion zone microstructure in Ni-base Alloy 3 in which an EPMA line scan
was taken and Figure 3-lOb shows the resulting compositional data. In each case, the
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local minima in Mo composition correspond to dendrite core positions while the local
maxima correspond to the interdendritic regions. Although the nominal composition for
Alloy 1 has 12.60 wt% Mo, the average dendrite core, composition is around 8.5 wt%
Mo; the large amount of excess Mo rejected into the liquid during solidification results in
the formation of a similarly large amount of eutectic (-30 volume %). Likewise, Alloy 3
has a nominal Mo composition of 24.67 wt% though the dendrite cores exhibit only 19.9
wt% Mo and a large amount of eutectic constituent (-20 volume %) is observed. A
summary of the dendrite core compositions collected via EPMA for each alloy is shown
in Table 3-6; this data reflects the results of duplicate line scans in different regions of
each microstructure for statistical purposes.
The differences in peak height for Mo composition in the interdendritic regions for
the examples in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 can be attributed to the presence of high-Mo
TePly eutectic at some dendrite boundaries and the lack of it at others for each scan.
Note, however, that while significant variation exists among the local maximum in Mo-
content for each interdendritic region, a steady baseline for the dendrite core
compositions is observed. From this core composition data the solute partition coefficient
(k), defined as the ratio of liquid composition to solid composition during solidification,
can be experimentally determined. The dendrite core is the first solid to form as the solid-
liquid interface advances, and because the diffusion of Mo in y is sluggish, that
composition is assumed constant and can therefore be directly measured. The liquid
composition at the time the first solid forms is the nominal composition, so k is simply
the ratio of the dendrite core composition to the nominal composition for a given
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element. A summary of the measured partition coefficients for Fe, Ni, Cr, and Mo for
each material is displayed in Table 3-6.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of these measured values, it is important to examine
the assumption that solute elements have little or no ability to substitutionally diffuse in
the solid-state during solidification to eliminate the composition gradient created via
microsegregation. The a.-parameter, shown in Equation 1, describes the ability of a given
solute element (Mo in this case) to diffuse down and eliminate a concentration gradient in
the solid state during solidification.
DMot DMo /),T 4DMo /),Ta =--=----= Equation 3-1
£' (~r e l'e
1) __ 80(co)-0,33/l,,, Equation 3-2
In this equation, Dmo is the diffusivity of Mo in ¥, t is the solidification time, L is
the solute diffusion distance required to eliminate a concentration gradient, /),T is the
solidification temperature range, e is the cooling rate, and A is the dendrite spacing.
Values for this solidification parameter were determined based on cooling rate
calculations (Equation 3_289) from dendrite arm spacing measurements ( Table 3-7)
combined with published diffusivity data90 (Table 3-8). They are displayed in Table 3-9
for each alloy. As a. is essentially the ratio of the distance an element can diffuse to the
distance it must diffuse to eliminate a concentration gradient, the fact the a. « 1 for Mo
in welds on each alloy means that solute back-diffusion can be neglected in weld
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solidification simulations. The low diffusivity of Mo in y prevents the elimination of the
concentration gradient due to solid-state diffusion after solidification. While the ability of
Cr and Ni to diffuse through y faster than Mo potentially limits the accuracy of
experimental measurements of partition coefficients in this manner, no change In
segregation behavior was observed when the different cooling rates were compared. This
implies that either: (A) Cr and Ni diffuse so fast in the solid state that their ability to
eliminate a concentration gradient in the solid is independent of the time spent at elevated
temperatures or (B) Cr and Ni have a low tendency to segregate during solidification. The
sluggish nature of substitutional diffusion suggests that (A) is improbable if not
impossible. Consequently, the lack of an observed variation in partition coefficient
between DTA and GTA welded samples for Cr and Ni confirms that the experimental
technique used here accurately describes segregation behavior of these elements during
solidification.
From these experimental data, it was observed that Mo segregates from the dendrite
cores for each alloy (k<l), as expected due to the low solubility ofMo in y. No variation
in the partition coefficient measured for DTA and GTA welded specimens for each alloy
was observed, indicating that the segregation behavior of Mo in superaustenitic stainless
steel alloys is insensitive to cooling rate in the range of cooling rates characteristic of
casting through conventional arc welding. Furthermore, the k-values for Mo in the Fe-
base alloys (-0.7) were systematically lower than those found in the Ni-base alloys (-0.8)
strongly suggesting that the solubility of Mo in austenite decreases with increasing Fe-
content. Banovic et al.91 recently presented extensive solute partition data for arc welds
on AL-6XN using high-Mo Ni-base filler metals (IN622 and IN625) over a range of
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dilution levels and hence, fusion zone compositions. A comparison between those data
and the Mo partition coefficients presented here shows good agreement, especially when
the partition coefficients of Mo are plotted as a function of nominal Fe-content, as shown
in Figure 3-11.
Another important observation is that the k-value for Cr is ~1.0 for each alloy
regardless of cooling rate, demonstrating the low segregation potential of Cr in SASS and
Ni-base alloys. This _confirms that the preferential corrosive attack observed in
conventional arc welds made on AL-6XN and austenitic stainless steels in other
studies54,56,57,60,61 cannot be attributed to a redistribution of Cr during solidification, even
though the corrosion resistance of stainless steels depends on the presence of a
regenerative passive chromium-oxide layer. Third, the tendency ofFe and Ni to segregate
to the primary y dendrite cores was observed for each alloy. The segregation behavior of
these elements also seemed insensitive to cooling rate in the range of conditions analyzed
here.
Liquidus and solidus slopes can be determined directly from the measurements made
in differential thermal analysis (Table 3-2) and the EPMA data detailed in Table 3-4 and
Table 3-6, assuming that the partition coefficient of Mo is constant. While this
assumption might not perfectly describe the behavior of this complicated alloy system, it
serves as a reasonable first approximation for the change in liquidus and solidus
temperatures as a function of composition. From the experimentally measured data, it can
be readily seen that the liquidus temperature and nominal composition establish one point
on the liquidus line and the eutectic formation temperature and the average eutectic
composition establish another. The assumption that k is constant implies that the liquidus
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line is linear; hence, the liquidus slope (mL) can be directly calculated. The solidus slope
(ms) can therefore be calculated from this value and knowledge of the partition
coefficient (k), which can also be expressed as the ratio mJms. The results of these
calculations are shown in Table 3-10.
Several observations can be made about the material system based on these data.
First, the liquidus and solidus slopes for Mo and Cr are negative, meaning that liquid
enrichment in these elements will occur as the temperature drops during solidification;
the opposite is true for Ni. This behavior is demonstrated with the partition coefficients
detailed above. Second, the slopes for Cr are the steepest for all alloys when compared to
Mo and Ni; this is expected as little or no Cr segregation was observed in any of the
alloys. Third, the nominal Mo-content seems to have a large effect on the liquidus and
solidus slopes for Mo, Cr, and Ni, as shown by the increase in steepness for each element
in Alloy 1 compared to AL-6XN. This is not altogether unexpected, especially when the
. .
Ni-Mo binary phase diagram shows a sloping liquidus and solidus for y-Ni with
increasing nominal Mo. Interestingly enough, little added effect is observed with another
two-fold increase in Mo content when Alloy 1 and Alloy 3 are compared. The only
difference is the nearly vertical liquidus and solidus lines for Cr indicating the lack of
segregation with decreasing temperature during solidification. The modest decrease in the
slopes for Mo in Alloy 3 suggests that the presence of Fe not only reduces the solubility
ofMo in y, but also has the same effect on Cr.
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3.4. Microstructural Analysis Summary
Complete microstructural characterization has been completed on AL-6XN and three
experimental alloys (one SASS, two Ni-base) with simpler chemical compositions to
isolate the contribution of individual alloying elements to the overall solidification
behavior of the material. Identification of second phases was completed by comparing
observed chemical compositions with reported data in the technical literature for Mo-rich
TCP phases cr and P. Hence, a series of solidification reaction sequences have been
proposed that describe the observed microstructural development of each of the alloys
studied. '[ne segregation behavior of Mo was seen to drive the microstructural
\
development in the materials studied, as increases in nominal Mo-content by a factor of
two increased the amount of '(/cr and yIP eutectic constituents by an order of magnitude.
An increase in the severity of Mo segregation was observed with increasing Fe-contents,
evidenced by lower kMo values for the Fe-based alloys and the comparatively large
amounts of eutectic formed during solidification for constant nominal Mo-content.
Furthermore, the segregation behavior ofMo, Cr, Fe, and Ni was seen to be insensitive to
cooling rate in the range of conditions typical of casting through arc welding as no shift
in behavior was observed between DTA samples (O.l67°C/s) and GTA welds (~300°C/s)
on the same materials.
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Table 3-1. Chemical Compositions for Experimental Alloys (all values in weight %)
Element AL-6XN Experimental Experimental ExperimentalAlloy 1 Alloy 2 Alloy 3
Fe 46.29 43.28
--- ---
Ni 24.61 24.14 67.68 54.99
Cr 21.14 19.76 20.12 20.01
Mo 6.31 12.60 12.00 24.67
C 0.018
--- --- ---
Mn 0.35
--- --- ---
P 0.022 --- --- ---
S 0.0004
--- --- ---
Si 0.45
--- --- ---
Co 0.18 --- --- ---
Cu 0.26 --- --- ---
N 0.23
--- --- ---
Table 3-2. Critical Temperatures for AL-6XN and experimental compositions as determined by
DTA.
Liquidus Solidus Temp. Primary Eutectic UndercoolingMaterial Range Phase Formation
eC) eC) (OC) (OC) (OC) eC)
AL-6XN 1411.5 1368 38.3 1396.3 1358 15.2(3.1) (2.2) (2.7) (2.7) (0.0) (5.8)
Alloy 1 1399 1369 33.5 1380 1346.5 19(1.0) (3.0) (0.5) (0.0) (0.5) (1.0)
Alloy 2 1422.5 1380.5 1394 28.5(0.5) (1.5) --- (1.0) --- (1.5)
Alloy 3 1361.5 1291 48 1343.5 ' 1295.5 17.5(0.5) (0.0) (1.0) (0.5) (0.5) (0.5)
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Table 3-3. Experimentally measured area fraction eutectic for both SASS and Ni-base alloy
specimens. Standard Deviation is expressed in parentheses.
Sample Nominal Mo wt% Fraction Eutectic
AL-6XN,DTA 6.31 2.7 (0.5)
AL6XN, GTA Weld 6.31 1.1 (0.4)
Alloy I,DTA 12.60 27.1 (2.9)
Alloy 1, GTA Weld 12.60 31.1 (1.6).
Alloy 2,DTA 12.00 0.0
Alloy 2, GTA Weld 12.00 0.0
Alloy 3, DTA 24.67 17.5 (1.3)
Alloy 3, GTA Weld 24.67 23.2 (0.9)
Table 3-4. Chemical Composition of 2nd Phase and Average Eutectic for DTA specimens. Standard
deviation is expressed in parentheses.
Material Feature Mo Cr Ni Fe
2nd Phase 17.1 29.2 12.9 38.1(1.1) (1.1) (1.1) (0.7)AL-6XN
Eutectic Average 14.9 27.0 15.5 40.6(0.4) (0.3) (OJ) (0.7)
2nd Phase 21.1 25.9 15.3 37.5(1.8) (1.6) (1.9) (2.1)
Alloy 1 Eutectic Average 18.6 23.8 18.5 40.0(0.7) (OJ) (0.4) (0.8)
GTA Weld 18.5 23.3 19.0 39.9
Eutectic Avera~e (1.0) (0.6) (0.8) (1.0)
Alloy 2 2
nd Phase N/A N/A N/A N/A
Eutectic Avera~e N/A N/A N/A N/A
2nd Phase 47.2 21.3 30.7 N/A(0.4) (0.9) (1.9)
Alloy 3 Eutectic Average 33.3 20.1 45.4 N/A(1.0) (OJ) (1.5)
GTA Weld 33.4 20.9 45.4 N/A
Eutectic Avera~e (2.5) (0.1) (2.7)
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Table 3-5. Comparison of published and measured compositions for the TCP phases C1 and P for the
Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo material system. All values are expressed in weight percent.
Phase Material Reference Fe Ni Cr Mo
34.1 11.5 28.2 23.0
82 35.1 10.5 30.0 21.3Avesta 31.6 8.3 29.5 27.36548MO
84 30.8 9.0 29.8 28.4
33.0 11.3 29.7 22.5
"( stainless 92 34.4 15.3 25.3 25.0CJ steel
UNS 88 42.2 10.5 25.7 18.6831245
Fe-Ni-Cr- 93 34 13 26 27MoAlloy
AL-6XN Tltis Work 38.1 12.9 29.2 17.1
Alloy 1 Tltis Work 37.5 15.3 25.9 21.1
C-22 20 2.2 32.6 21.7 37.4
P C-276 3.7 33.5 15.7 39.7
Alloy 3 This Work
--
30.7 21.3 47.2
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Table 3-6. Elemental Partition data measured using EPMA. Standard deviation is expressed in
parentheses. All values are expressed in weight percent.
Material Quantity Mo Cr Ni Fe
Nominal 6.31 21.14 24.61 46.29
DTA 4.8 20.5 24.0 49.4
Dendrite Core (004) (0.7) (0.2) . (0.8) .
GTA Weld 4.7 21.0 24.3 49.0
AL-6XN Dendrite Core (0.2) (0.2) (0.1) (0.6)
DTA 0.76 0.97 0.98 1.07
K-value (0.07) (0.03) (0.01) (0.02)
GTA Weld ,0.74 0.99 0.99 1.06
K-value (0.03) (0.01) (0.00) (0.01)
Nominal 12.60 19.76 24.14 43.28
DTA 8.4 20.0 25.3 47.4
Dendrite Core (0.2) (0.2) (0.1) (0.3)
GTA Weld 8.8 20.0 25.1 46.5
Alloy 1 Dendrite Core (0.3) (OJ) (0.1) (0.5)
DTA 0.67 1.01 1.05 1.10
K-value (0.02) (0.01) (0.00) (0.0l)
GTA Weld 0.70 1.01 1.04 1.07
K-value (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Nominal 12.00 20.12 67.68
-.
N/A
DTA 9.6 20.5 70.1 N/ADendrite Core (0.2) (0.2) (0.2)
GTAWeld 10.1 20.4 69.0 N/AAlloy 2 Dendrite Core (0.2) (OJ) (0.5)
DTA 0.80 1.02 1.04 N/AK-value (0.02) (0.01) (0.00)
GTA Weld 0.84 1.02 1.02 N/AK-value (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Nominal 24.67 20.01 54.99 N/A
DTA 19.8 20.7 58.6 N/ADendrite Core (1.1) (004) (1.2)
GTA Weld 19.9 20.7 59.0 N/AAlloy 3 Dendrite Core (0.5) (0.2) (0.8)
DTA 0.80 1.04 1.06 N/AK-value (0.04) (0.02) (0.02)
GTA Weld 0.81 1.04 1.07 N/AK-value (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)
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Table 3-7. Cooling Rates Calculated from Dendrite Arm Spacing Measurements
Sample Average Iv (J.1m) Std. Dev. Calculated s Actual s (K/s)(J.1m) (K/s)
AL-6XN-DTA 112 15.8 0.363 0.167
AL-6XN-GTA 8.1 1.5 1020 N/A
Alloy I-DTA 135 27.9 0.207 0.167
Alloy I-GTA 18.2 7.0 88.5 N/A
Alloy2-DTA 118 23.9 0311 0.167
Alloy2-GTA 14.2 5.1 188 N/A
Alloy3-DTA 123 29.1 0.275 0.167
Alloy3-GTA 12.6 2.8 272 N/A
Table 3-8. Parameters Used in the Calculation of Dimensionless a-parameter for solidification.
Parameter Description Value Reference
D O
MO Solid state diffusion coefficient for Mo in 1.31 cm2/s 9U
'Y
DONI Solid state diffusion coefficient for Ni in 'Y 4.92 x 10-1 ml.ls '14
D o
cr Solid state diffusion coefficient for Cr in 'Y 2.67 x 10-1 m1.ls '14
QMO Activation energy for Mo in 'Y 54.9 Kcal/mol 'JU
QNI Activation energy for Ni in 'Y 6.77 X 104 J/mol '14
Qcr Activation energy for Ni in 'Y 6.69 x 104 J/mol '14
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Table 3-9. Dimensionless a. solidification parameter for each sample at liquidus and solidus
temperatures.
Mo Cr Ni
Sample
@ @ @ @ @ @
Liquidus Solidus Liquidus Solidus Liquidus Solidus
AL6XN- 0.71 0.41 165.17 141.22 287.46 245.32DTA
AL6XN- 0.02 0.01 5.11 4.37 8.90 7.59GTA
Alloy 1- 0.38 0.22 96.24 82.34 167.43 142.98 .DTA
Alloy 1- 0.04 0.02 9.90 8.47 17.22 14.70GTA
Alloy 2- 0.78 0.52 168.79 149.63 293.88 260.13DTA
Alloy 2- 0.05 0.03 10.27 9.10 17.88 15.82GTA
Alloy 3- 0.45 0.22 148.98 121.11 258.83 209.89DTA
Alloy 3- 0.03 0.01 8.67 7.05 15.06 12.22GTA
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Table 3-10. Liquidus and Solidus Slopes as a function of Nominal Composition for each material.
Composition (wt%) Liquidus Slope Solidus Slope (OC/wt%)
Sample (OC/wt%)
Mo Cr Ni Fe Mo Cr Ni Mo Cr Ni
AL-6XN -
-3.08 -4.51 2.92 -4.06 -4.65 2.98DTA
6.31 21.14 24.61 46.29
AL-6XN- N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/AGTA
Alloy 1-
-8.80 -12.87 9.28 -13.13 -12.74 8.84DTA
12.60 19.76 24.14 43.28
Alloy 1-
-8.95 -15.00 10.12 -12.79 -14.85 9.73GTA
Alloy 2- N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/ADTA
12.00 20.12 67.68 0
Alloy 2- N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/AGTA
Alloy 3-
-7.67 -519.7 6.85 -9.59 -499.7 6.46DTA
24.67 20.01 54.99 0
Alloy 3-
-7.54 -76.30 6.91 -9.30 -73.37 6.46GTA
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Figure 3-1. Differential Thermal Analysis of AL-6XN with heating and cooling rates at 10"C/min. (A)
Resultant microstructure exhibiting 1 matrix with islands of Mo-rich eutectic, (B) DTA cooling scan
showing onset of primary1 solidification at 1403°C and eutectic formation at 1354°C.
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Figure 3-1. Differentiatlhermal Analysis of AL-6XN with heating and cooling rates at lOoC/min. (A)
Resultant microstructure exhibiting y matrix with islands of Mo-rich eutectic, (8) DTA cooling scan
showing onset of primary y solidification at 1403°C and eutectic formation at 1354°C.
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Figure 3-2. Differential Thermal Analysis of Fe-base Alloy 1 with heating and cooling rates at
10oe/min. (A) Resultant microstructure exhibiting 'Y matrix with pools of Mo-rich eutectic, (B) DTA
cooling scan showing onset of primary 'Y solidification at 1380°C and eutectic formation at 1346°C.
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Figure 3-2. Differential Thermal Analysis of Fe-base Alloy 1 with heating and cooling rates at
10°C/min. (A) Resultant microstructure exhibiting y matrix with pools of Mo-rich eutectic, (B) DTA
cooling scan showing onset of primary y solidification at 1380°C and eutectic formation at 13460 C.
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Figure 3-3. Gas Tungsten Arc Weld fusion zone microstructures for Fe-base alloys (A) AL-6XN (-2
volume % eutectic) and (B) Alloy 1 (-30 volume % eutectic).
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Figure 3-3. Gas Tungsten Arc Weld fusion zone microstructures for Fe-base alloys (A) AL-6XN (-2
volume % eutectic) and (8) Alloy I (-30 volume % eutectic).
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Figure 3-4. Differential Thermal Analysis for Ni-base Alloy 2 with heating and cooling rates at
lOGe/min. (A) Resultant microstructure exhibiting y matrix with no evidence of any secondary
phasesJ (B) DTA cooling scan showing onset of primary y solidification at 1395°C with no evidence of
secondary phase formation.
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Figure 3-~. Differential Thermal Analysis for Ni-base Alloy 2 with heating and cooling rates at
10D C/min. (A) Resultant microstructure exhibiting y matrix with no evidence of any secondary
phases, (8) DTA cooling scan showing onset of primary y solidification at 1395D C with no evidence of
secondary phase formation.
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Figure 3-5. Differential Thermal Analysis for Ni-base Alloy 3 with heating and cooling rates at
lO°C/min. (A) Resultant microstructure exhibiting y matrix with pools of Mo-rich eutectic, (B) DTA
cooling scan showing onset of primary y solidification at 1344°C and eutectic formation at 1296°C.
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Figure 3-5. Differential Thermal Analysis for Ni-base Alloy 3 with heating and cooling rates at
10°Clmin. (A) Resultant microstructure exhibiting y matrix with pools of Mo-rich eutectic, (B) DTA
cooling scan showing onset of primary y solidification at 1344°C and eutectic formation at 1296°C.
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Figure 3-6. Gas Tungsten Arc Weld fusion zone microstructures for Ni-base alloys (A) Alloy 2 (0
volume % eutectic) and (B) Alloy 3 (-20 volume % eutectic).
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"',Figure 3-6. Gas Tungsten Arc Weld fusion zone microstructures for Ni-base alloys (A) AlloY 2 (0
\olume % eutectic) and (B) Alloy 3 (-20 \olume % eutectic).
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Figure 3-7. Comparison of eutectic morphologies observed in scanning electron microscope for
Differential Thermal Analysis specimens: (A) AL-6XN exhibits eutectic with a r matrix and islands of
Mo-rich second phase, (B) Fe-base Alloy 1 exhibits similar eutectic morphology to AL-6XN but with
regions of lamellar structure, (C) Ni-base Alloy 3 showing a eutectic morphology with larger blocky
islands of Mo-rich second phase in r matrix. All samples electrolytically etched with 60% HN03!
400/0. H20 mixture.
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Figure 3-7. Comparison of eutectic morphologies observed in scanning electron microscope for
Differential Thermal Analysis specimens: (A) AL-6XN exhibits eutectic with a y matrix and islands of
Mo-rich second phase, (8) Fe-base Alloy I exhibits similar eutectic morphology to AL-6XN but with
regions of lamellar structure, (C) Ni-base Alloy 3 showing a eutectic morphology with larger blocky
islands of Mo-rich second phase in y matrix. All samples electrolytically etched with 60% HN03/
40% H20 mixture.
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Figure 3-8. Comparison of eutectic morphologies observed in scanning electron microscope for Gas
Tungsten Arc Weld specimens (A) AL-6XN exhibiting elongated islands with eutectic with large TCP
to 'Y ratio, (B) Fe-base Alloy 1 showing a eutectic morphology similar to that observed in the DTA
specimen on the same material, (C) Ni-base Alloy 3 with a distinct eutectic appearance involving
blocky Mo-rich second phase islands in a 'Y matrix. All samples electrolytically etched with 60%
HNO~ 40% H20 mixture.
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Figure 3-8. Comparison of eutectic morphologies observed in scanning electron microscope for Gas
Tungsten Arc Weld specimens (A) AL-6XN exhibiting elongated islands with eutectic with large TCP
to y ratio, (B) Fe-base Alloy I showing a eutectic morphology similar to that observed in the DTA
specimen on the same material, (C) Ni-base Alloy 3 with a distinct eutectic appearance involving
blocky Mo-rich second phase islands in a y matrix. All samples electrolytically etched with 60%
HNOj 40% H20 mixture.
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Figure 3-9. EPMA line scan for DTA specimen for Fe-base Alloy 1. (A) Line scan extends across
dendritic structure bounded by microhardness indentations, (B) resulting chemical distribution data
as a function of distance across the dendritic structure for (top to bottom) Fe, Ni, Cr, and Mo. The
minima in Mo-content correspond to dendrite cores (indicated by the arrows) while local maxima
correspond to interdendritic regions.
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Figure 3-10. EPMA line scan for GTA welded specimen for Ni-base Alloy 3. (A) Line scan extends
across dendritic structure bounded by microhardness indentations, (B) resulting chemical
distribution data as a function of distance across the dendritic structure for (top to bottom) Ni, Mo,
and Cr. The minima in Mo-content correspond to dendrite cores (indicated by the arrows) while
local maxima correspond to interdendritic regions.
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Figure 3-10. EPMA line scan for GTA welded specimen for Ni-base Alloy 3. (A) Line scan extends
across dendritic structure bounded by microhardness indentations, (B) resulting chemical
distribution data as a function of distance across the dendritic structure for (top to bottom) Ni, Mo,
and Cr. The minima in Mo-content correspond to dendrite cores (indicated by the arrows) while
local maxima correspond to interdendritic regions.
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Figure 3-11. Comparison of Mo partition coefficient as a function of Fe content. The data plotted for
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4. Solidification Simulations
4.1. CALPHAD and Thermodynamic Simulations
While the microstructural analysis presented in the prevIous chapter provides
technical insight into the microstructural development of the alloy compositions in this
study, this experimental information is made even more valuable when combined with
solidification models that can describe the behavior of an entire material system. The
development of computational thermodynamic algorithms provides the unique
opportunity to combine experimental thermodynamic data and advanced computer
technology to achieve a higher level of understanding of the behavior of engineering
materials. The Calculated Phase Diagram (CALPHAD) technique completes
thermodynamic calculations based on experimentally determined data that has been
published in refereed technical literature70,71,73. The resulting phase diagrams are no
longer limited to the realm of binary and ternary alloys, which have little engineering
significance when compared to the multi-component alloy compositions used for most
engineering applications. In fact, this technique can more accurately describe the
microstructural development of these more complex engineering alloys and eliminates
the need to make several simplifying assumptions that may ignore some elements that
can have significant contributions to the overall behavior of the material68•
The work presented in this section is the methodical progression that was completed
in an effort to quantify the relationship between alloy content and microstructural
development for super-austenitic stainless steel (SASS) alloys. Combined with the
experimental work that is presented in the proceeding sections of this thesis, the
thermodynamic assessment of the material behavior described here is the first step in the
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creation of a predictive model of the microstructural development of SASS alloys. Note,
however, that although the calculations presented here pertain directly to SASS and Ni-
base alloys, the computational methodology as explained below can be extended to any
alloy system.
4.2. Multi-Component Modeling
The goal of the thermodynamic calculation portion of this thesis is to develop a multi-
component model that can accurately depict the effect of composition on the overall
solidification behavior of SASS alloys. To this end, research efforts centered on the
development of a multi-component liquidus projection that provides a prediction of the
primary mode of solidification and, coupled with solidification path calculations, the
solidification sequence of the alloy. The methodology for the development of this
liquidus projection, discussed in detail in this section, worked on the same premise as
many experiments: start with as few variables as possible, then add new elements one by
one and observe how their addition affects the behavior of the system. Consequently,
initial calculations involved only the ternary alloy system Ni-Cr-Mo, and then Fe was
added to the thermodynamic calculation incrementally to observe the effects of
increasing alloy content on the ternary system. The choice ofmaterial system is discussed
below, along with a detailed explanation of the information contained in a liquidus
projection.
4.2.1. Liquidus Projections
Phase diagrams come in a wide array of formats and complexities. The binary
phase diagram is most familiar to many materials engineers, where the alloy composition
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is plotted on the horizontal axis and temperature in the vertical axis, as shown for the Ni-
Mo, Ni-Cr, and Cr-Mo binary systems in Figure 4-1. Creating phase diagrams for ternary
alloys requires the expansion of the binary phase diagram into three dimensions, where
the composition for the material is expressed in the horizontal plane while the
temperature is represented on the vertical axis. With the added dimension, the regions of
phase stability become three-dimensional volumes, rather than the two-dimensional areas
seen in binary phase diagrams. The composition is often expressed using triangular axes,
though ternary and higher order systems can also be described using orthogonal axes, as
demonstrated in proceeding sections of this thesis.
Ternary phase diagrams are often presented as isothermal sections that describe
the phase stability of any composition within the material system at a given temperature,
as shown in Figure 4-2. Another common technique to describe the phase stability of the
system over a range of temperatures is to take a cross-section. of the ternary phase
diagram along a line of constant composition of one of the three elements. However,
solidification studies can make better use of liquidus projection, which represent the top
view of the three-dimensional phase diagram, a schematic example of which is shown in
Figure 4-3. Although displayed as a two-dimensional diagram, the liquidus projection
provides an avenue to track the variation in liquid composition during solidification over
a range of temperatures, represented by the lines of two-fold saturation that separate
primary phase fields. Combined with solidification path calculations, the sequence of
microstructural development during solidification can be predicted as a function of the
nominal content of the alloy and experimentally determined partition coefficients.
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4.2.2. Material Systems
Superaustenitic stainless steel is a high alloy material that has less than 50-wt% Fe in
its composition. The nickel content is maintained at a high level for stabilization of a
fully austenitic microstructure under equilibrium solidification conditions, which
represents a departure from the compositions of many commercially available stainless
steels, regardless of their classification (austenitic, ferritic, martensitic)95. This is an
important distinction, especially as it pertains to the attempts to explain the solidification
of SASS alloys through the use of computational thermodynamics. The technical
literature is replete with studies25-27,39,40,42,43 that have used the iron-nickel-chromium (Fe-
Ni-Cr) alloy system to explain the behavior of conventional stainless steels. This system
was the natural choice, as most of the stainless steels in engineering applications
generally contain 60-wt% Fe or more. However, because the alloy content of SASS is
much higher than most engineering materials, the Fe-Ni-Cr system is inadequate to
describe the behavior ofthese materials.
Aside from the regenerative surface passivation provided by chromium mentioned
above, research54-57,61,63,65 has shown that the corrosion resistance of the austenitic class
of stainless steels is closely related to the local Mo composition of the material.
Therefore, the ability to track variations in the distribution of Cr and Mo in the material
during microstructural development is a vital aspect of a model system, as variations in
the corrosion resistance of the material can also be tracked during solidification. Hence,
the Ni-Cr-Mo system presents an intriguing alternative to Fe-Ni-Cr, as changes in the
composition of both Cr and Mo can be represented in the phase diagram. However, while
Ni-Cr-Mo will be used as the foundation for this solidification and solute redistribution
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model, the effects of additions of Fe and the other alloying elements will be examined, as
will be detailed in the proceeding sections.
4.2.2.l.Ni-Cr-Mo Liquidus Projection
An understanding of the solidification phenomena in the Ni-Cr-Mo material
system is somewhat limited by the lack of an accurate liquidus projection, requiring a
number of assumptions to be made in the interpretation of experimental results. And
while one of the abilities of thermodynamic algorithms is the development of multi-
component phase diagrams, this approach can also be used to calculate specific types of
diagrams within a ternary system. The Calculated Phase Diagram (CALPHAD) program
used for this work is ThermoCalc®71 combined with the Nickel Alloy Database
developed by ThermoTech® Industries72• This software determines phase stability
through a free energy minimization calculation based on published thermodynamic data
that has been assessed and assembled into a database. Initial work with this
computational thermodynamic technique involved the calculation of a ternary liquidus
surface for the Ni-Cr-Mo system to serve as a basis for the database validation. The molar
fraction of the liquid phase was maintained at 1, while the temperature and the
composition of the system was varied using a map function until all lines of two-fold
saturation were delineated, terminating either at a compositional axis or a ternary eutectic
point. The invariant points on the resulting liquidus projection (Figure 4-4a) were then
compared to those on an estimated Ni-Cr-Mo liquidus projection based on experimental
results96 (Figure 4-4b), and reasonable agreement between the data is shown in Table 4-1.
The intersection of the lines of two-fold saturation and the diagram axes correspond to
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the eutectic (and peritectic where applicable) compositions for the appropriate binary
system (shown in Figure 4-1) and good agreement is observed here as well.
4.2.2.2.Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo Liquidus Projection
The effect of Fe additions on the Ni-Cr-Mo liquidus projection was calculated
using a method similar to the calculation procedure described above for the Ni-Cr-Mo
ternary liquidus projection. The molar fraction of the liquid phase was maintained at 1,
whil~ the temperature and the composition of the system was varied using a map function
until all lines of two-fold saturation were delineated, terminating either at a compositional
axis or a ternary eutectic point. The Ni-Data thermodynamic database72 was also used for
these calculations, as the data contained in this database can accommodate an Fe-content
of up to about 50 wt%. Yet, with the increasing complexity of the system of interest, it
was necessary to restrict the parameters of the calculation such that only the phases that
could possibly be present in the liquidus projection. As can be seen in the Ni-Cr-Mo
diagram in Figure 4-4, these phases were: Liquid, 'Y (FCC), 8 (BCC), cr (BCT), P
;.r-:;~
(orthorhombic), and NiMo. Because Thermo-Calc uses a Gibbs free energy minimization
algorithm, the elimination of lower temperature phases that will not present near the
solidification temperature range reduces the complexity of the calculation and allows the
program to map the entire range of compositions in the Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo system68,71.
Initial efforts focused on incremental additions of Fe to the Ni-Cr-Mo calculations
described in the previous section, to document their effect on the position of the lines of
two-fold saturation. Fe-additions of 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, and 50-wt% were included in the
liquidus projection calculation and the results are shown in Figure 4-5. For each
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projection, the amount of Fe was held constant throughout the calculation, with the Ni,
Cr, and Mo contents allowed to vary during the mapping process.
A number of observations can be made from the multi-component liquidus
projections displayed. With increasing Fe-content, the lines of two-fold saturation
between the phase fields shift towards the Ni-rich comer of the diagram, as do their
intercepts along the diagram axes. This result is not unexpected, as the addition of Fe
reduces the range of compositions possible for Ni, Cr, Mo; e.g., for a Fe-content of 25
wt%, the additive composition ofNi, Cr, and Mo will be 75 wt% instead of 100% in the
pure ternary case. Along with shifting lines, changes in the size and shape of the phase
fields in the projection were observed. For example, the addition of only 5-wt% Fe was
enough to eliminate the NiMo intermetallic as a primary solidification phase field.
Furthermore, the range of compositions in which primary P solidification occurs is seen
to narrow with increasing Fe-content until it is all but eliminated at 45-wt%. However,
the range of Mo-compositions over which the P-phase forms increases with increasing Fe
content. It is interesting to note that the size and shape of the 0' phase field is maintained
with Fe contents up to 35-wt%. Liquidus projections at 45 wt% Fe and 50 wt% Fe show
the elimination of all primary phases except for y, 0', and B. Finally, the directionality of
the lines of two-fold saturation with decreasing temperature was observed to change in
some cases with increasing Fe content. This may seem like a subtle point, but the slope of
these lines describes the direction in which the liquid composition for a given alloy
readjusts itself during eutectic solidification and hence, what ternary eutectic will form at
the termination of solidification.
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It should be stated that the large amounts of Fe, Cr, and Mo present in many of
these calculations approach or exceed the specified compositional capabilities of the Ni-
Database used for the calculations. Yet, no alternative thermodynamic database is
currently in existence with larger compositional ranges for Fe, Ni, Cr, and Mo than
offered by Ni-Data. Thus, Thermo-Calc can extrapolate beyond these specified ranges to
describe material behavior, but this makes experimental validation of the resultant phase
diagrams much more essential as part of the model development process.
Thermodynamic calculations to date using the Thermo-Calc software and Ni-Data
database show good agreement with experimental data from this study (Table 4-2) and in
the technical literatureS,20,74,79,91, as shown in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 for
liquidus/solidus temperatures and solute partition coefficients, respectively.
4.3. Solidification Simulations
4.3.1. Solidification Path Calculations
While the calculation of an accurate liquidus projection is a crucial step in the
development of a solidification model that describes the microstructural development of
this class of alloys, it only illustrates the primary phases that form as a function of
nominal composition. A solidification path must be also be calculated to describe the
variation in liquid composition during primary solidification to describe not only the first
phase to form but secondary and ternary eutectic constituents that may form at the
terminal stages of solidification. As detailed above in the microstructural analysis chapter
of this thesis, the solubility ofMo in y-Ni is low, as is the solid-state diffusivity ofMo in
y. Hence, the microstructural development of these alloys is driven by the segregation of
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Mo during solidification so describing the behavior of Mo during solidification IS
important. Mehrabian and Flemings97 developed a model that describes the variation in
liquid composition of one solute as a function of another, as shown in the following
equation for Cr and Mo:
( c J~:~:c C I,CrI,Mo = O,Mo C
O,Cr
Equation 4-1
where: CI,i = concentration in liquid of element i
CO,i =nominal concentration ofelement i
kj =partition coefficient for element i
This model is based on the same assumptions as used in the Scheil equation: dendrite tip
undercooling and solid-state diffusion of each solute is negligible, diffusion is infinitely
fast in the liquid, and thermodynamic equilibrium is maintained at the solid/liquid
interface. This last assumption means the solidification path can be combined with
equilibrium liquidus projections to accurately describe the behavior of the system even
though solidification conditions are far from equilibrium. Phase fractions cannot be
described by the "lever rule" because the solid phase bulk composition is not allowed to
equilibrate during solidification. However, because solute atoms are allowed to diffuse
freely across the solid/liquid interface (i.e., equilibrium is maintained), the liquid
composition at this interface can be tracked using equilibrium phase diagrams. And while
some of the assumptions described above may not perfectly describe the material in
question, the results of this model provide a "lower bound" for the amount of solute
incorporated into the primary solid during solidification.
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For multi-component systems, it is assumed that the effect of higher order
elements on solidification behavior can be accounted for by the position of the lines of
two-fold saturation in the multi-component liquidus projection and therefore need not be
included directly in the solidification path calculation (i.e., the effect of these higher order
elements on solidification is to change the position of the two-fold saturation lines). The
direction of the primary solidification path is determined by kMo and kcr, which are
partition coefficients that govern solute redistribution during solidification and were
experimentally measured in the previous section. The primary solidification paths for all
four alloys in this study were calculated using Equation 4-1, using experimentally
measured partition coefficient values (shown in Table 3-6) as constants. The result of the
combination of the appropriate liquidus projection with the corresponding solidification
path provides a prediction of the solidification sequence of each alloy.
The amount of eutectic that forms can also be predicted based on the composition
of Mo according to the same model97,
1
(c ]kMO-lf. = e,Moe CO,Mo Equation 4-2
where fe is the fraction eutectic formed, Ce,Mo is the eutectic Mo composition, CO,Mo is the
nominal Mo composition, and kMo is the partition coefficient. The nominal composition is
known and kMo was experimentally determined. The eutectic composition, Ce,Mo, can be
predicted by the intersection of the primary solidification path and a line of twofold
saturation and experimentally measured as the average eutectic, the measurements of
which are displayed in Table 3-4. The fraction eutectic can also be regarded as the
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amount of liquid present at the termination of primary 'Y solidification; thus, this model
can predict not only the identity of the phases that form but the relative amounts of each
microstructural constituent as well. The data resulting from these calculations will be
discussed in the following sections.
4.3.2. Solidification Sequence Prediction
4.3.2.1. Ni-Cr-Mo Ternary System
The ternary liquidus projection for the Ni-Cr-Mo system with the calculated
solidification paths for Alloys 2 and 3 is displayed in Figure 4-8. The nominal
composition of each alloy is indicated by the large blue dot at the beginning of the
applicable solidification path. The sequence of solidification reactions can then be
predicted for each alloy. For example, the nominal composition of Alloy 2 falls in the
primary-y phase field, and the solidification path tracks the liquid composition to the line
of two-fold solid saturation between y and a, as indicated by the arrow. At this point, the
fraction of liquid is still greater than zero under Scheil conditions and the liquid
composition will continue to change along the y/a line of two-fold saturation. As dictated
by the directionality of this line with decreasing temperature, the liquid composition will
continue to change until either the fraction of liquid reaches zero or the liquid
composition reaches the y-a-P ternary eutectic point, at which point solidification must
terminate. The ScheH and Mehrabian-Flemings approach assumes that no back diffusion
occurs in the solid, which requires that enough liquid will be present to allow the liquid
composition to adjust itself along the line of twofold saturation until the local minimum
temperature is reached, usually at a ternary eutectic point. The resulting predicted
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solidification sequence for Alloy 2 according to this model is therefore: L -7 L +Y-7 L +
Y+ a -7 L +Y+ a +P -7 y +a +P. This same sequence is predicted for Alloy 3 as well,
though the primary solidification path intersects the y/a line of twofold saturation
extremely close to the y/a/P ternary eutectic point. However, as will be discussed in the
following sections, relaxation of some of the assumptions of the Scheil model combined
with shifts of the lines of twofold saturation on the liquidus projection may result in
differences between these predicted sequences and observed behavior.
4.3.2.2. Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo Quaternary System
For Fe-based alloys AL-6XN and Alloy 1, a modified Ni-Cr-Mo liquidus
projection with a 45-wt% Fe addition was calculated and combined with the primary
solidification paths for AL-6XN and Alloy 1, as shown in Figure 4-9. The calculation
method for this diagram was described in section 4.2.2.2, and the solidification path was
calculated based on the Cr and Mo contents of the liquid as described for Ni-Cr-Mo
alloys. This diagram can be interpreted in the same manner as for the pure Ni-Cr-Mo
case. For AL-6XN, the nominal composition lies in the primary y phase field and Mo-
enrichment of the liquid causes the line to intersect the y/o boundary. Liquid composition
will continue to vary along the twofold saturation line until the y/o/a ternary eutectic
forms. However, this point is not the local minimum on the liquidus projection and
therefore what liquid is left will continue to vary in composition until solidification
terminates in the y/a eutectic. Hence, the predicted solidification sequence using this
phase diagram is: L -7 L +Y-7 L +Y+0 -7 L +Y+0 +a -7 L +Y+a -7 y +0 +a. The
same sequence of solidification reactions is predicted for Alloy 1, though the nominal
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composition of this alloy nearly coexists with the rIo line of twofold saturation,
suggesting that the entire microstructure will be composed of a mixture of eutectic
structures.
4.3.3. Model Prediction versus Experimental Data
The purpose for conducting these solidification simulations is to develop a model that
can accurately predict the microstructure of the alloys in Ni-Cr-Mo and Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo
materials. Hence, the series of solidification reaction sequences proposed in the previous
section must be compared with the observed solidification behavior of the alloys in this
study. To this end, the set of predicted and observed solidification sequences are
displayed side-by-side in Table 4-3. On first glance, a comparison of the data reveals
obvious differences between the predicted sequences and observed material behavior.
However, many of these discrepancies can be explained and some minor modifications of
the model for the Fe-base alloys can improve the predictive accuracy considerably. These
arguments are described in detail in the proceeding sections.
4.3.3.1.Nickel-Base Alloy Solidification
The predicted solidification sequence for Alloy 2 is L -7 L +r -7 L + r + a -7 L +r
+ a + P -7 r + a + P while only single-phase r solidification (L -7 L +r -7 r) is observed
in both the DTA sample and GTA weld, as evidenced in Chapter 3 of this thesis. This
suggests that solidification terminated before the liquid was enriched enough in Mo to
induce rIa eutectic formation. The calculated percentage of eutectic expected in the
microstructure was predicted via Equation 4.2 to be 0.89%, as shown in Table 4-4. Note
that in this table, the calculated percent eutectic was determined a number of different
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ways, including using experimental and calculated kMo values and average eutectic
compositions (Ce,Mo). Thermo-Calc calculations used the intersection of the primary
solidification path and the line of twofold saturation for Ce,Mo. Adjusting the equation to
include the experimentally measured kMo yields an improved prediction of only 0.69%
eutectic liquid present at the termination of primary y solidification. Therefore, the fact
that no eutectic was observed represents only a small departure from the model
prediction.
However, the predicted sequence for Alloy 3 (L -7 L +Y-7 L +Y+ 0' -7 L +Y+0' +
P -7 y + 0' + P) seems a less accurate description of the observed behavior (L -7 L +Y-7
L + Y+ P -7 y + P) for this material, though positive phase identification must still be
completed in future work to confirm the presence of P phase instead of 0' in the
microstructure. While primary y solidification was predicted accurately, Alloy 3 formed
the yIP eutectic instead of the yla eutectic as described by the model. It is important to
note the close proximity of the intersection of the primary solidification path and the yla
line of twofold saturation and the ylalP ternary eutectic point, which suggests that a large
amount of the eutectic present should be of the ternary type. However, only the yIP
eutectic was observed with no evidence of a ylPla ternary eutectic morphology.
Furthermore, the model using calculated Ceprovided an overestimation of the amount of
eutectic present in the microstructure (-40%) while only 20% was observed. Yet, as
shown in Table 4-4, considerable improvement in the accuracy of predicted percent
eutectic is observed when the experimental average eutectic composition is used (22.81%
and 21.94% for experimental and calculated k-values, respectively) instead of the
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calculated value. This illustrates that the amount of eutectic is more dependent on
differences in Ce than differences in partition coefficient.
Taken together, the data for Alloys 2 and 3 suggest that the yla and yIP lines on the
Ni-Cr-Mo liquidus projection may have shifted to higher Mo-contents than described by
the model. Longer primary solidification paths may correspond with a reduction in the
amount of liquid at the termination of primary solidification and the concomitant
reduction in the amount of eutectic observed; though steepness in the slope of the
liquidus surface may result in the projection of the solidification path being short while
the actual length is quite large. Based on the observed sensitivity of percent eutectic to
changes in average eutectic composition (Ce) seen in Table 4-4, even a minor shift could
change the predicted Ce and contribute to the absence of any eutectic constituent in Alloy
2, and a reduction from 40% predicted to 20% of eute~tic in Alloy 3. Furthermore, small
movement of the lines of twofold saturation in this manner would shift the primary
solidification path intersection for Alloy 3 to the yIP side of the ternary eutectic, which
would be consistent with observed behavior. However, good agreement is observed
between the eutectic compositions experimentally observed and those graphically
determined via the intersection of the primary solidification path and the yla line of
twofold saturation, as shown in Table 4-5.
Another source of error in the model comes from the fact that all predicted sequences
are based on ideal ScheH conditions; hence, the relaxation of any assumptions of the
ScheH model can effect the accuracy of the prediction. For example, the partition
coefficients for Mo and Cr were held constant during the solidification path calculation,
an approximation of the behavior of these solutes during solidification. However, the
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liquidus slopes are not constant (liquidus projection is a curved surface) suggesting that
kMo and ker will vary during solidification, possibly causing a reduction in the amount of
Mo rejected into the liquid ahead of the advancing solid/liquid interface and reducing the
amount of eutectic that forms. This reduction in amount of observed eutectic often
corresponds to an abbreviation of the solidification sequence predicted by the
solidification model, as discussed above for Alloys 2 and 3.
4.3.3.2. SASS Alloy Solidification
Based on the Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo liquidus projection using 45 wt% Fe, the solidification
sequences for AL-6XN and Alloy I are the same, L -7 L + y -7 L +Y+ 0 -7 L +Y+ 0 +
0' -7 L + Y+ 0' -7 y + 0 + 0'. However, experimental observation of each alloy revealed a
solidification reaction sequence as follows: L -7 L +Y-7 L + Y+ 0' 7 y + 0'. The obvious
difference between calculated and observed behavior is that the model predicts the first
eutectic to form is of the y/o type. However, as presented in the previous chapter, the first
eutectic to form in both AL-6XN and Alloy I is the yla eutectic. Furthermore, the
nominal composition of Alloy I is almost coexistent with the y/o line of twofold
saturation in this diagram, suggesting that the entire microstructure should be composed
of various eutectic morphologies, with a percent eutectic of~88% as shown in Table 4-4.
However, the microstructural characterization of Alloy I presented in the previous
chapter clearly demonstrated the presence of primary y dendrites surrounded by pools of
yla eutectic, which were measured to be only 30% of the microstructure.
The apparent contradiction of calculation and experiment can be explained when
the details of the model are investigated. Unlike the ternary Ni-Cr-Mo liquidus projection
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used for Ni-base Alloys 2 and 3, the liquidus projection presented here is an attempt to
describe the behavior of four elements in only 3 dimensions. The use of a constant
addition of 45-wt% Fe to the Ni-Cr-Mo system is a good first order approximation, but
the EPMA data presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis (Table 3-6) clearly shows that kFe >
1, meaning that Fe segregates to the y-dendrite cores and depletes the liquid of Fe during
primary y solidification. So while the nominal Fe content of these alloys is 45 wt%, once
solidification begins the liquid composition of Fe drops. This variation in Fe cannot be
represented directly on the Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo liquidus projection in the same way that CI,M~
and Cl,er are because of dimensional limitations. However, the liquidus projection can be
repeatedly recalculated to demonstrate the effects of changing Fe content, making the
phase boundaries on the diagram a "moving target" as described for multiple Fe contents
in Figure 4-5. Consequently, the variation of Fe was calculated along the primary
solidification path based on the changing Mo content according to:
(c J::~~c c I,MoI,Fe = O,Fe C
O,Mo
Equation 4-3
From the tabulation of this data, changes in liquid Fe-content could be tracked. Thus,
when the primary solidification path for AL-6XN intersected the line of twofold
saturation for y/o on the 45Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo liquidus projection, these calculations showed
the liquid composition had changed to 40 wt% Fe. A recalculation of the liquidus
projection using 40 wt% Fe confirmed the corresponding shift of the lines of twofold
saturation and the ternary eutectic point, as shown in Figure 4-10. In fact, the
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directionality of some of the lines of twofold sa~ration with decreasing temperature also
exhibited a change as well.
The implication for AL-6XN is that primary y solidification continues beyond the
composition predicted by the 45Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo model. When the intersection of
solidification path and twofold saturation line on the 40Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo was encountered,
the Fe content of the liquid was found to be 38.5 wt%; hence, a third liquidus projection
was calculated for this composition, as depicted in Figure 4-10. The process was repeated
when the path intersected this diagram, but the change in liquid Fe-content was negligible
« 0.5 wt%). Consequently, it was determined that the primary solidification path had
"caught up" with the shifting lines of twofold saturation and that the 38.5 wt% Fe-Ni-Cr-
Mo provided the best description of the solidification behavior of AL-6XN, as shown in
Figure 4-11. This value for the Fe-content of the liquid is also consisted with the
experimentally measured average eutectic composition, shown in Table 4-5. The
modified solidification sequence prediction is therefore: L -7 L + Y-7 L + Y+ 0' -7 L +Y
+ 0' + 8 -7 y + 0' + 8. The improvement in the model prediction is obvious; primary y
solidification terminates with the formation of yla eutectic as observed for AL-6XN.
And, while the model dictates that solidification should terminate with the ylal8 ternary
eutectic, relaxation of the assumptions of the Scheil model (e.g., constant.k, infinite
diffusion in the liquid) would cause the observed solidification sequences (yla eutectic)
to be abbreviated in comparison to the prediction (ylal8 ternary eutectic), as described in
the previous section for the Ni-base alloys. Furthermore, good agreement is observed
between the eutectic calculations based on the 38.5 wt% Fe model that predict (using
experimental kMo) 4.22% of the microstructure will be composed of eutectic compared to
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the -2% eutectic experimentally observed. Much better agreement is also observed when
the experimentally determined eutectic composition is compared to the calculated values
for the 38.5 wt% Fe liquidus projection than for the 45 wt% Fe model, as shown in Table
4-5.
The model description of the solidification behavior of Alloy 1 is also greatly
improved by the adjustment of the 45Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo liquidus projection to the 38.5wt%
Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo diagram. The modified solidification reaction sequence describes the
primary y solidification and formation of yla eutectic observed experimentally. The
predicted eutectic composition is also a reasonable description of the observed
microstructure. However, the prediction of -50% eutectic even under these modified
conditions is still much higher than the 29% eutectic observed. As was shown for the Ni-
base alloys, significant improvement in percent eutectic prediction is observed when the
experimentally measured Ce is used, with values of 25.22% and 20.04% eutectic for
experimental and calculated k values, respectively. Again, this demonstrates the
sensitivity of the percent eutectic to the average eutectic composition, meaning the
accuracy of the intersection of the primary solidification path and the line of twofold
saturation on the liquidus projection is extremely important. Other sources of error are
similar to the Ni-Cr-Mo alloys in the previous section, especially the use of a constant ker
and kMo when even minor variations in kMo during solidification could significantly
reduce the amount of eutectic that forms. Furthermore, while this model assumes infinite
solute diffusion in the liquid is present, incomplete diffusion ahead of solute in the liquid
ahead of the solid/liquid interface could induce dendrite tip undercooling, thereby
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reducing the amount of solute-rich liquid available for eutectic formation at the
termination ofprimary solidification.
However, one unanswered question is the impetus behind shifting the liquidus
projection to lower Fe-contents in the same manner as was done for AL-6XN. The
adjustments made to the model for AL-6XN were consistent with the models presented
here and grounded in the experimental data. Yet when the same approach is used for
Alloy 1, the nominal composition lies so close to the y/'6 boundary in the 45Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo
liquidus projection that appreciable depletion of Fe in the liquid cannot be achieved
during primary y solidification before the onset of y/'6 eutectic solidification. While
shifting the liquidus projection to accommodate 38.5 wt% Fe compared 45 wt% Fe
clearly provides a better description of observed behavior, the goal of this work is to
develop a predictive model that can anticipate such shifts the microstructural
development of these alloys. The methodology described here utilizing current available
information seems unable to anticipate this shift in c~.lculated liquidus projection for
Alloy 1 even though such behavior is observed in the compositional data collected via
EPMA; hence, this phenomenon will require closer inspection in future work.
4.4. Solidification Path Vertical Sections
To this point, all modeling and experimental work has focused on describing the
microstructural development of the SASS and Ni-base alloys, Le. solidification reaction
sequences, phase identification, solute segregation, and phase fractions. However, the
overall goal of this research is to characterize the amount of Mo in the dendrite cores as a
function of laser welding parameters to improve corrosion resistance. Consequently, the
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distribution of Mo within the solid must figure prominently in the development of the
predictive solute redistribution model presented here.
To that end, work has been done to develop pseudo-binary vertical sections of the
three-dimensional phase diagrams of which the liquidus projections previously described
were only a part. The section of interest lies along the locus of points that describe the
solidification path for each alloy. The axes of these diagrams are Mo-content on the x-
axis and temperature along the y-axis. In this way, this type of phase diagram is
reminiscent of binary phase diagrams. However, the similarities with binary phase
diagrams end there. While the Mo composition is allowed to vary along the x-axis, the
other alloying elements (Ni, Cr, and Fe) are allowed to vary as well even though they are
not directly tracked on the diagram. This complicates interpretation considerably as any
change in composition ofNi, Cr, or Fe will shift material behavior out of the plane of the
diagram.
A calculated pseudo-binary phase diagram for AL-6XN is displayed in Figure 4-12
and the red line indicates the nominal composition of the alloy. This vertical section was
taken along the Scheil solidification path as determined by Thermo-Calc. However, any
curvature (however slight) in the solidification path with increasing Mo or Cr was
eliminated to maintain the orthogonality of the diagram; i.e., the solidification path was
approximated as a line for this vertical section. This figure was assembled on a point by
point basis, rather than using the map function on Thermo-Calc. With increasingly
complex systems, the map function is unable to pick out all critical lines of a phase
diagram to fill all compositional space. Furthermore, the map function varies composition
in an attempt to find all important equilibrium points. While ideal for creating liquidus
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projections to fill all composition space, the compositions for this vertical section were
restricted as part of the calculated solidification path. Compositions were calculated every
0.2 wt% Mo and all critical temperatures (phase field boundaries) were determined by
dropping the temperature from l800°C to room temperature. Smaller compositional
increments were used in regions of expected triple points, eutectics, etc. These
temperatures were tabulated as a function of Mo composition and grouped into
appropriate phase field categories; thus, the diagram was assembled point by point.
One of the advantages of using this technique is that the y-solidus is graphed along
with the liquidus line, from which the solute partition coefficient can be readily obtained
(k =mliquidus!msolidus) in binary systems. Based on the nominal composition of an alloy, the
composition of the first solid to solidify (dendrite core composition) can be predicted
directly from the phase diagram, as can the variation in kMo as solidification progresses.
However, becaus~ this diagram involves the variation of multiple elements at the same
time, there are multiple dimensions that must be considered. No guarantee exists that the
first solid to form can be described in the same way as in the binary case. In fact, there is
every reason to believe that the first solid to form will be described by a point on the
solidus surface outside the plane of the page. Consequently, before this type of diagram
can be used in a predictive manner, the robustness of this technique must be verified via
further calculations and experimental analysis, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Yet, one useful piece of information that can be garnered from this diagram is that
neither liquidus nor solidus lines are perfectly linear, meaning that the solute partition
coefficient for Mo will vary with temperature and composition. Hence, while the constant
partition values served as a good first order approximation in the model presented here,
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their variability must be taken into account in the future to Improve its predictive
accuracy.
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Table 4-1. Invariant point comparison for calculated Ni-Cr-Mo liquidus projection and published
data.
Invariant Point This Work (Figure 4-4a), Gupta
96 (Figure 4-4b),
atomic % atomic%
NiMo-o 38Mo 39Mo
NiMo-o-P 36Mo,4Cr 38Mo,5Cr
NiMo-y 34Mo 35Mo
NiMo-y-P 33Mo,4Cr 28Mo,12Cr
P-o-cr 33Mo, 15Cr 40Mo, 17Cr
P-y-cr 20Mo, 25Cr 23Mo, 24Cr
y-cr-o 3Mo, 53Cr 5Mo,50Cr
y-o 54Cr 54Cr
Table 4-2. Comparison of experimentally measured partition coefficients and calculated values.
Material Quantity Mo Cr Ni Fe
DTA Sample 0.76 0.97 0.98 1.07
AL-6XN GTA Weld 0.74 0.99 0.99 1.06
Thermo-Calc 0.65 0.92 1.07 1.05
DTA Sample 0.67 1.01 1.05 1.10
Alloy 1 GTA Weld 0.70 1.01 1.04 1.07
Thermo-Calc 0.73 0.93 1.08 1.06
DTA Sample 0.80 1.02 1.04
--
Alloy 2 GTA Weld 0.84 1.02 1.02 --
Thermo-Calc 0.81 0.93 1.05
--
DTA Sample 0.80 1.04 1.06 --
Alloy 3 GTA Weld 0.81 1.04 1.07 --
Thermo-Calc 0.81 0.95 1.10
--
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Table 4-3. Comparison of predicted solidification sequences and experimentally observed
microstructural data.
Material Source of Sequence Solidification Sequence
45 wt% Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo L7L+y-7L+y+(5-7L+y+(5+O'-7L+y+O' -7y+(5+O'
AL-6XN
38.5 wt% Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo L -7 L + Y-7 L + Y+ 0' -7 L + Y+ 0' + (5 -7y+O'+(5
Experimelltal L 7 L + Y 7 L + y+ (J' 7 y+ (J'
45 wt% Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo L -7 L + Y-7 L +Y+ (5 -7 L + Y+ (5 + 0' -7L+y+0'7y+(5+O'
Alloy 1 38.5 wt% Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo L7L+y-7L+y+O'-7L+y+0'+(5-7y+O'+(5
Experimelltal L 7 L + Y 7 L + y+ (J' 7 r+ (J'
Pure Ni-Cr-Mo L -7 L+y -7 L+y+O' -7 L+y+O'+P-7Alloy 2 y+O'+P
Experimelltal L 7L+Y7Y
Pure Ni-Cr-Mo L -7 L+y -7 L+y+O' -7 L+y+O'+P-7Alloy 3 y+O'+P
Experimelltal L 7L+Y7L+y+P 7r+P
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Table 4-4. Comparison of experimentally measured percent eutectic data (fraction eutectic x 100)
and calculated values. Experimental percent eutectic was determined using experimental kMo values
and the average eutectic compositions (Ce,Mo) determined by EPMA. Thermo-Calc calculations used
the intersection of the primary solidification path and the line of twofold saturation for Ce,Mo'
Calculation
Calculated Ce
Material Sample Experimental Experimental Ce 38.5 wt% 45wt% FeFe
Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc.
kMo kMo kMo kMo k Mo kMo
AL6XN DTA 2.75 3.20 8.55 4.22 10.43 9.87 19.13
GTAW 1.06
Alloy 1 DTA 27.15 25.22 20.04 51.50 46.11 89.43 87.77GTAW 31.13
Pure Ni-Cr-Mo
Experimental Ce Calculated Ce
Exp. Calc. Exp. k Mo Calc. kMo
kMo kMo
Alloy 2 DTA 0.00 N/A N/A 0.68 0.89
GTAW 0.00
Alloy 3 DTA 17.51 22.81 21.94 40.84 39.89GTAW 23.21
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Table 4-5. Comparison of calculated and experimentally measured average eutectic compositions. All
values in weight percent.
Material Source Mo Cr Ni Fe
Calculation 11.2 21.4 22.4 45.045-wt% Fe
AL-6XN Calculation 13.90 21.48 26.12 38.538.5-wt%Fe
Experiment 14.9 27.0 15.5 40.6
Calculation 12.4 20.0 22.6 45.045-wt% Fe
Alloy 1 Calculation 1.4.8 20.1 26.6 38.538.5-wt% Fe
Experiment 18.5 23.6 18.7 40.0
Calculation 29.4 20.6 50.0 --
Alloy 2
Experiment -- -- -- --
Calculation 29.8 20.1 50.1 --
Alloy 3
Experiment 33.4 20.5 45.4 --
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Figure 4-3. Schematic diagram of a ternary phase diagram.
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5. Conclusions
A fundamental study of the solidification behavior of SASS and Ni-base alloys under
the cooling conditions typical of casting through conventional arc welding has been
completed. The collected experimental data have been used to validate a solidification
model that combines solute redistribution models and thermodynamically calculated
multi-component phase diagrams to predict the microstructural development of these
alloys. The following conclusions can be drawn from the research presented here:
1) Despite the large difference in cooling rate (0.167 to -300°C/s), no shift in the
microstructural development behavior was observed between Differential
Thermal Analysis samples and GTA welds for any of the alloys (SASS or Ni-
base) studied.
2) The following preliminary microstructural development sequences are proposed
based on experimental observation for the alloys in this study:
a. AL-6XN:.
b. Alloy 1:
c. Alloy 2:
d. Alloy 3:
L7L+Y7L+y+cr-7Y+cr
L7L+Y7L+y+cr-7Y+cr
L7L+Y7Y
L7L+Y7L+y+P7Y+P
Confirmation of these sequences will be completed once phase identification is
conducted via convergent beam diffraction analysis in the TEM.
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3) The microstructural development of SASS and Ni-Base alloys is strongly
dependent on the segregation of Mo during solidification. Hence, the Fe-Ni-Cr
ternary system typically used to describe the behavior of stainless steels is
inadequate for the class of materials examined in this study. Rather, the Ni-Cr-Mo
system provides a robust alternative as the distribution of both elements (Cr and
Mo) responsible for the excellent corrosion resistance of this material class can be
tracked during solidification.
4) An analysis of the dendrite arm spacing and diffusivity ofMo in y confirmed that
back diffusion of Mo to the dendrite cores during solidification is negligible. This
was confirmed by the observation of identical dendrite core compositions in GTA
welds and DTA samples of the same material even though cooling rates in these
processes differ by several orders of magnitude. Hence, the solute partition
coefficient can be measured directly from dendrite core composition and nominal
alloy composition.
5) The redistribution of molybdenum, chromium, nickel, and iron during
solidification is insensitive to cooling rate in the range of cooling conditions
typical for castings through conventional arc welding.
6) The solubility ofMo in y-Ni is higher than in Ni-stabilized y in Fe-base alloys, as
indicated by the observed decrease in kMo with increasing Fe-content.
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7) Chromium shows little tendency to segregate under the conditions observed in
this study.
8) Good agreement was observed between experimentally observed behavior
(liquidus/solidus temperatures and solute partition coefficients) and values
calculated using the computational thermodynamics package, Thermo-Calc.
Consequently, these calculations can be used_in the future with confidence as
solidification model inputs.
9) The calculated Ni-Cr-Mo liquidus projection combined with calculated
solidification paths Alloys 2 and 3 provides an accurate description of the
microstructural development of these alloys during solidification. However,
observed sequences were abbreviated versions of predicted behavior.
10)The addition of a fourth component (Fe) to the Ni-Cr-Mo ternary system can
provide a good description of multi-component behavior, provided the variation
in Fe in the liquid during solidification is considered. This dimension can be
illustrated by shifting the lines of twofold saturation with varying Fe content.
Hence, the shifting lines of a multi-component phase diagram present a "moving
target" for the solidification path. Good agreement between prediction and
experiment was observed using this technique for AL-6XN and Alloy 1.
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11) While a ternary eutectic was predicted for each alloy under ScheH conditions, no
evidence of this microstructural constituent was observed in any of the alloys.
This suggests that some of the assumptions used for the calculation of the
solidification paths may need to be re-evaluated. Most specifically, the use of
constant solute partition coefficients may not accurately describe behavior during
solidification. Limited diffusion in the liquid ahead of the solid/liquid interface
could contribute to the observed abbreviated solidification sequences as well.
12) Good agreement was observed between predicted eutectic composition and
observed compositions. This validates the accuracy of the solidification paths and
liquidus projections used in this model, as well as the calculation technique itself.
6. Future Work
A few aspects of the work presented in this thesis require further analysis for a
complete understanding of the phenomena discussed here. Most specifically,
identifi~ation of the 2nd phases observed in the microstructures of the alloys studied was
done based on a comparison of the compositions measured by EPMA and those reported
in the technical literature. The identity of the primary y phase was confirmed via XRD
analysis. However, an effort to identify the crystal structure of the 2nd phases via
convergent beam diffraction is still ongoing, and will complete the "picture" created in
this thesis of the microstructural development of these alloys. Furthermore, more work
must be done to develop and interpret the pseudo-binary multi-component vertical
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sections presented in this thesis before they can be used as a predictive tool for solute
redistribution during solidification.
This work is the first step of a larger effort to maximize the corrosion resistance of
SASS and Ni-base alloys by reducing the segregation of strategic alloying elements such
as Mo during weld solidification. To this end, the fundamental study of the solidification
behavior of SASS and Ni-Base alloys presented here will provide a baseline for
comparison for the work that will follow on high energy density (RED) welding
processes such as laser beam and electron beam welding. The rapid solidification
conditions that can be present in these joining processes provide an opportunity to
incorporate more Mo in the primary y dendrites than possible using conventional arc
welding methods. A concomitant decrease in the amount of Mo-rich eutectic present in
the microstructure is expected along with a possible shift in phase diagram boundaries
(lines of twofold saturation on a liquidus projection) due to kinetic effects. These
phenomena must be quantified experimentally via microstructural characterization of
RED welds made over a wide range ofwelding powers and travel speeds. Combined with
(1) a computational rapid solidification model that can incorporate velocity- and
composition-dependent partition coefficients, (2) solute diffusivities in liquid as a
function of temperature, and (3) weld pool dimensional models that can predict
solidification velocity as a function of welding parameters, these data can be used to
develop process-microstructure-property maps that can predict microstructure (and
therefore the corrosion resistance) as a function of RED welding parameters. Direct
alloying additions ofMo to laser welds using a direct powder feed to increase fusion zone
Mo-content will also be investigated, along with the implications this process has on the
148
description of microstructural development provided by the solidification model
described here.
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